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STRUGGLING TOWARD EQUALITY
The Atlanta Journal - The Atlanta Constitution
Sunday, July 20, 1997
EDITORIAL A board has been appointed by
President Clinton to explore racial issues. As that effort
begins, it's worthwhile to review the lessons taught by
hard experience. Our nation has come to an awkward
pause in its pursuit of racial equality. Uncertain of our
next step, we have chosen to sit for the moment and
consider the road we've already traveled:
In Birmingham, federal officials have reopened the
investigation of a vicious church bombing that killed
four black girls in 1963. Filmmaker Spike Lee has
released a documentary on the church bombing, titled
"Four Little Girls."
In Memphis, a local judge ponders the request of
James Earl Ray for a trial in the 1968 assassination of
the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. King's family, which
supports Ray's request, has signed an agreement with
director Oliver Stone to make a movie about the life of
the civil rights leader.
In Alabama, the family of former Gov. George
Wallace complains bitterly about a TV movie on
Wallace's life, scheduled to air next month on TNT.
In Pittsburgh, a revived National Association for
the Advancement of Colored People wrestles with an
issue it had considered settled: Is school integration
always in the best interest of black Americans? In many
cities, the forced busing to achieve integration has
made parental involvement in schools more difficult.
Similar searching haunts other settings: the U.S.
Supreme Court, local school boards, the halls of
Congress. Americans are debating not just forced
busing but also affirmative action, the Voting Rights
Act and other programs once considered part of the
national landscape. To some degree, that
reconsideration is nostalgia for a time when moral
issues seemed more clear-cut, when achieving racial
equality seemed a simple matter of finally deciding we
wanted it.
But this review is also driven by two conflicting
notions about the state of race relations. Some
Americans argue with apparent sincerity that racism
has been largely eradicated, and with its disappearance
has gone any rationale for affirmative action and
similar government programs. Others argue that racism
today is worse than ever and that America has never
been serious about resolving it.
Both positions share the assumption that racism
can be conquered easily. Time has proved that
assumption wrong. We have made great progress ---it
was only 30 years ago that segregationist Lester
Maddox took office as the governor of Georgia. But we
still have a long way to go; many Georgians today look
upon Maddox as a hero of sorts. This reconsideration
also comes at a curious time in our social and cultural
history. We are separating ourselves by class, rich from
poor. Our politics has taken a more personal,
confrontational tone, with little respect or tolerance for
those of other opinions. Women and men, judging from
the exit polls in the past few elections, are often split by
gender. In the battle between individual and
community values, a constant throughout American
history, concepts such as social obligation and
responsibility to community have fallen on hard times.
In such an era, it is hardly surprising that old
divisions, never fully healed, should reappear. And of
course, no division runs deeper in this country than
race. So where should this reconsideration lead us? A
seven-member board has been appointed by President
Clinton to explore that and other questions. As that
effort begins, it's worthwhile to review the lessons
taught by hard experience.
We have learned that well-intentioned programs
such as forced busing have unintended consequences.
We have learned that although government programs
are important, they can only provide the legal
framework for equality. They cannot create that
equality.
We have learned that some forms of affirmative
action, particularly in contracting, lend themselves to
abuse and scandal that discredit the program in all its
forms. But in California and Texas, where affirmative
action programs have been abolished in higher
education, we have also learned the importance of
ensuring that education be accessible to all. In those
states, minority applications for graduate programs
have plummeted, raising the possibility that we could
undo in a generation much of our progress toward
equal opportunity.
We have learned that the race card employed so
well by men such as Wallace and Maddox can be used
by scoundrels of any skin color or ethnic background.
We have also learned the importance of small
business in providing equal opportunity. Small
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businesses generate most of the new jobs in this
country, and proprietors naturally tend to hire people
much like themselves, people with whom they feel
comfortable. The intent is not racist, but the effect on
minority opportunity is the same. The best response is
to stress small-business development within minority
groups, an effort that dovetails with a growing
commitment to self-help within the black community.
Overall, the civil-rights effort has matured enough
to admit that some programs have failed, that mistakes
can be made even in a good cause. It is time to correct
those mistakes, so they don't become weapons in the
hands of those who wish to discredit the effort
altogether.
This is not easy work. In his speech accepting the
Nobel Peace Prize, Martin Luther King Jr. stressed the
need for optimism and faith "as we continue our
forward stride toward the city of freedom." "When our
days become dreary with low-hovering clouds and our
nights become darker than a thousand midnights," he
said, "we will know that we are living in the creative
turmoil of a genuine civilization struggling to be born."
In less eloquent words, the goal remains worth the
struggle.
Copyright 1997 The Atlanta Journal / The Atlanta
Constitution
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CLINTON RACE-RELATIONS PLAN FACES PESSIMISTIC AUDIENCE
Blacks, Whites Polled Still Have Conflicting Views
Dallas Morning News
Wednesday, June 11, 1997
Susan Feeney Washington Bureau of The Dallas Morning News
WASHINGTON - Americans are increasingly
pessimistic about race relations, a poll released Tuesday
says, as President Clinton prepared to unveil his
long-promised second-term initiative to deal with the
problem.
The poll was a reminder of how, more than three
decades after the height of the civil-rights movement,
black and white Americans have sharply different
views about racial issues.
Race relations "will always be a problem" in the
United States, 58 percent of blacks and 54 percent of
whites said in the Gallup Poll.
Those numbers are significantly higher than they
were in a December 1963 survey, when 26 percent of
blacks and 44 percent of whites said they thought race
relations between blacks and whites would always be a
problem.
The poll also found disagreement on the extent of
racism in America and what government should do
about it, although there were signs of improvement on
some issues.
In a commencement speech Saturday at the
University of California at San Diego, his aides say,
Mr. Clinton will try to spark a national discussion on
improving relations among blacks, whites, Hispanics,
Asian-Americans, American Indians and other groups.
White House officials cited the Gallup Poll as a
sign of the challenge ahead.
Aides said the president was "stunned" by the
recent dramatic drop in black and Hispanic students
expected at the University of Texas and University of
California law schools this fall after those schools
stopped taking race into consideration for admissions.
But Mr. Clinton is not expected to offer a policy
initiative on that subject as part of his Saturday
initiative, said Maria Echaveste, director of the White
House office of Public Liaison.
However, the president will act on the subject "in
the short-term," she said, after he receives a report from
a special inter-agency group - formed by officials from
the White House, Education and Justice departments -
which is studying the matter.
"Something very dramatic is happening. And one
question is, are the American people willing to have,
for example, higher education be segregated again?"
Ms. Echaveste asked.
In his Saturday speech, Mr. Clinton is expected to
announce monthly public appearances across the
country on racial matters, including a series of town
hall-style meetings, aides said.
By Friday, he is expected to name a high-profile
seven-member advisory panel to help explore the state
of racial issues in America and possible solutions.
Next summer, Mr. Clinton will present his
findings in a report to the American people, the aides
said.
"This is not a problem that will be solved in one
year," said Sylvia Matthews, the deputy White House
chief of staff overseeing the race initiative. "But it's a
problem we believe we can make headway on."
The Gallup Poll Social Audit on Black/White
Relations showed that blacks perceive prejudice in
America at far higher levels than do whites.
In general, the poll says, whites have fewer worries
about opportunities for blacks in jobs, education and
housing. Blacks, however, continue to see racial
discrimination as a roadblock to full equality.
The nationwide sampling was taken from Jan. 4 to
Feb. 28 and has a margin of error of plus or minus 3
percentage points.
The poll found some improvement since earlier
polls taken at the height of the civil rights era. For
example, more than 90 percent of blacks and whites
said they would vote for a black candidate for president.
In 1958, just 35 percent of whites said they would.
And 49 percent of blacks today feel blacks are
treated the same as whites in their communities, well
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up from the 26 percent of blacks who felt that way in
1968.
But potentially problematic for Mr. Clinton is that
blacks and whites disagree about the role of
government in improving race relations. Half of blacks
said affirmative-action programs should be increased,
while nearly 70 percent of whites said such programs
should remain the same or be decreased, the survey
found.
"Those gaps reflect deep structural problems of
class and race and economic insecurity," said Ron
Walters, a political science professor at the University
of Maryland. "Unless one brings resources to bear on
these problems, you're not going to have racial
harmony."
Mr. Walters said of the president: "His view of
civil rights is, 'If we could just get in a room and talk
we could all work it out' This is not something you can
dialogue into existence."
"There will be a lot of people concerned that this is
an elaborate communications strategy rather than an
opportunity initiative," said Christopher Edley, a
Harvard University law professor and former
presidential adviser who directed an earlier
administration review of affirmative-action programs.
The president "can do a lot to dispel the doubts by
making a down payment in concrete action in the first
week," Mr. Edley said.
The Rev. Jesse Jackson, like Mr. Edley, has been
among the more than 150 civil rights and racial leaders
consulted by the White House. After an hourlong
meeting with the president last week, Mr. Jackson told
reporters that Mr. Clinton could act now to improve the
plight of minorities.
The White House isn't doing enough to enforce
existing anti-discrimination laws throughout the
government, Mr. Jackson said. The administration is
slow to fill key posts, including the assistant attorney
general for civil rights, a job that has been vacant for
six months, he said.
Mr. Jackson cited a backlog of judicial
appointments and said that Mr. Clinton could set an
example by bringing more diversity to his own
policy-making staff.
Ms. Matthews said the administration is proud of
its diversity in appointments. The civil rights post at
the Justice Department will be filled this week or next,
she said.
The Dallas Morning News Copyright 1997
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JUSTICE IN CENTER OF STORM
Controversy Follows Thomas In, Out of Court
The Baltimore Sun
Tuesday, August 5, 1997
Lyle Denniston and James Bock, Sun Staff
Soon after President Clinton called for a yearlong
dialogue about race, Supreme Court Justice Clarence
Thomas and his unrelenting critics again became the
center of an emotional debate about his role as the
nation's most prominent black official.
Thomas, the court's most vocal opponent of
affirmative action and racial preferences, remains a
lightning rod for criticism from black leaders and
politicians. The historian heading Clinton's new race
relations commission has denounced him. A black news
magazine even caricatured him as a black jockey statue
and a shoeshine boy -- symbols of subservience to
whites.
"Almost anything he does on the court is
antithetical to the interests of black people, as measured
by the attitudes of most black people. For the next 40
years, he's going to stick it to us," says Roger Wilkins,
George Mason University professor of American history
and culture.
Thomas' supporters object to the tone of such
criticism. "There is a feeling, particularly in the civil
rights community, that anybody who doesn't march to
the beat of a particular drummer is clearly a traitor,"
says Dr. Benjamin S. Carson, director of pediatric
neurosurgery at Johns Hopkins Hospital and a friend of
Thomas'. "I think it's incredibly stupid."
The controversy surrounding the justice is
seemingly ceaseless.
Soon after Clinton named John Hope Franklin in
June to head an advisory board to plan the proposed
national dialogue on race, the famed historian became
an issue himself for a bitter denunciation of Thomas.
Franklin had been asked by a magazine some
months earlier about Thomas' opposition as a justice to
affirmative action even though he personally had
benefitted from racial preferences at times. In reply to
the Oklahoma magazine Humanities Interview,
Franklin said:
"You always have such people in any group. I don't
know what name I would call them. I suspect they may
be Judases of a kind, betrayers, opportunists, immoral
opportunists. It's very tempting, I suppose, for people of
weak character to be co-opted by the majority that can
use them. They are rewarded in one way or another. If
not on the Supreme Court of the United States, then
some other way."
Patrick McGuigan, editorial page editor of the
Daily Oklahoman, came across that interview after the
Franklin appointment. He dashed off a column in his
newspaper, saying: "One could call those words a
slander of the highest ranking black man in the U.S.
government. And this is the man Bill Clinton chose to
serve as chairman of his advisory committee on race
relations."
In Georgia, Thomas' home state, black legislators
were angered by his vote on a redistricting case near the
end of the court's last term.
For the second time in two years, the court dashed
the hopes of black voters for a larger share of voting
control of the state's congressional districts. Once there
were three districts with black majorities; now there is
one, and the court approved that result.
Thomas supplied one of the five majority votes.
Said state legislator Tyrone L. Brooks of Atlanta: "I'm
used to these five persons voting to turn back the clock
on voting rights, school desegregation, affirmative
action. Mr. Thomas will vote with the four who vote
against us all the time."
Complained veteran civil rights activist Julian
Bond, a former Georgia legislator: "Thomas is a
continual affront with every decision, with every ruling.
His jurisprudence is at the far, far right of the
mainstream. The fact that he is an affirmative action
'hire,' and he repudiates all that, it's just a continual
affront."
NAACP president Kweisi Mfume - a sharp critic
-- has given up on the notion of modifying Thomas'
viewpoints. He has several times urged the black
community to "end the Clarence Thomas fixation" and
use the energy saved "to change things we can change."
Noting that as a congressman he had repeatedly
criticized Thomas, Mfume remarked: "At some point in
time, I've got to move on to something else."
Defenders never tire
If any aspect of the controversy is changing, it is
that Thomas' supporters are increasingly energetic --
and aggressive -- in defending him.
Gerald A. Reynolds, a friend of Thomas' who is
president of the Center for New Black Leadership, a
conservative group that strongly opposes racial
preferences in public policy, blames organizational
politics in the civil rights movement for the continuing
assault on Thomas.
"Over time," Reynolds said, "the traditional black
civil rights organizations have had an impact in the
black community [regarding Thomas]. The perception
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of many blacks is that he is a bad man, an evil man.
The facts don't bear that out He has challenged some of
the organizations' sacred cows -- busing, racial
preferences. [But] Justice Thomas can wait 'em out."
Thomas, who refuses all requests for press
interviews, appears to believe that the criticism comes
solely from the fringes and is not representative of the
black community as a whole. "He thinks he must be
doing something right if the fringe is attacking him like
that," says his former law clerk Stephen F. Smith,
now a Washington attorney.
With Thomas, Smith adds, the critics try to make
a point by "demonizing" him, by "almost trying to
define him out of existence."
No apologies on views
The justice is in no way apologetic about his views
on racial issues. Appearing often outside the court, but
usually before audiences where there is no risk of
heckling, he insists that he is "no Uncle Tom" and that
his agenda is simply to encourage blacks to become
self-made and self-reliant citizens of their communities,
not wards of a patronizing government.
A central facet of his opposition to racial
preferences is his deeply held belief that "the
Constitution is colorblind" -- a phrase that originated in
the dissent to the court's 1896 decision Plessy vs.
Ferguson, upholding "separate but equal" treatment of
blacks.
In fact, Thomas chose the Plessy case -- with
special emphasis on the colorblindness theme -- as his
topic when he was invited to give the annual lecture to
the Supreme Court Historical Society, delivered in early
June and broadcast nationwide by C-SPAN. He made a
point of repeatedly praising the blacks and their lawyers
who had worked to end "the evils of segregation" that
had been fostered by the Plessy decision.
Although he chose a racial topic, and although that
is the arena of law where he has the angriest critics,
Thomas is not identified within the court's tightknit
community as a one-issue judge. His colleagues make it
clear that they respect the quality and depth of his
writing, which has begun to build to a significant body
of work.
When he made his Historical Society speech, two
of the more liberal justices who regularly disagree with
him on race and other issues -- Ruth Bader Ginsburg
and Stephen G. Breyer -- showed up to offer support.
Visible justice
Thomas is perhaps the most reclusive of the
justices, but he never has been insulated by the
comparative obscurity that usually enfolds junior
members of the court. Instead, he has been and is
perhaps the most visible single justice, lambasted by
many blacks for his opinions, for his tight alliance with
conservative Justice Antonin Scalia, for his failure to
ask questions during court hearings, even for his
marriage to a white woman who holds views as strongly
conservative as Thomas' own.
"It is a highly emotional thing, not just
disagreement," says Harvard law Professor Randall
Kennedy, an expert on race relations and the law. "It
comes from a sense of betrayal."
Historians of the court and of race relations say
they know of nothing quite like the vilification regularly
aimed at Thomas.
Kennedy and Bernard Schwartz, a University of
Tulsa law school professor and longtime court analyst,
agreed that the only comparison that might even be
close was the searing denunciation of Chief Justice
Roger Brooke Taney for the Civil War-provoking Dred
Scott decision, denying blacks all legal rights.
But, Kennedy notes, Taney was criticized for what
he decided, not for any role that his race (white) might
have played in the decision. Race seems always to be a
central factor in the complaints aimed at Thomas.
Early advice
In fact, even before he took his seat on the court in
1991, Thomas was getting lectured about what would be
expected of him as a black justice, succeeding Justice
Thurgood Marshall, the revered hero of the civil rights
movement.
A black appeals court judge in Philadelphia, A.
Leon Higginbotham Jr., wrote a lengthy open letter to
Thomas as he began his service, challenging him to
"fulfill your responsibility with the vision and grace of
the justice whose seat you have been appointed to fill."
The judge declared: "I wonder whether [and how
far] the majority of the Supreme Court will continue to
retreat from protecting the rights of the poor, women,
the disadvantaged, minorities and the powerless. And if,
tragically, a majority of the court continues to retreat, I
wonder whether you, Justice Thomas, an African-
American, will be part of that majority."
Higginbotham sternly admonished Thomas "to
remember how you arrived where you are now" and told
him bluntly that his public record up to that point
contained not "one shred of evidence" that Thomas
understood well how the history of civil rights advances
had "benefitted you."
Some blacks objected to Higginbotham's suggestion
that Thomas had a special duty as a black justice.
Evelyn Wilson, a professor at the predominantly black
Southern University Law Center in Baton Rouge, La.,
says, "I don't believe there should be different
requirements for people simply based on their skin
color."
The professor, though, has also become a critic of
Thomas' actions as a justice. "I think Thomas has made
all the wrong choices," Wilson said. "At the time he
was nominated, I had the optimistic belief that, when he
was on the court for life, he would search his soul and
do what's right. I don't see that at all."
Copyright 1997 @ The Baltimore Sun Company
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RULES OFTEN IMPOSE TOUGHEST PENALTIES ON POOR, MINORITIES
Justice Dept. Says the System Is Free of Bias
The Washington Post
Wednesday, October 9, 1996
Mary Pat Flaherty and Joan Biskupic, Washington Post Staff Writers
Over the last decade, worries about racial disparity
in criminal sentencing have erupted in furious debate,
with black leaders loudly demanding that long-ignored
disparities be confronted and federal officials insisting
that reforms have all but eliminated discrimination in
the length of prison terms.
A more resolute protest has come from the federal
bench. Judges from Washington state to Washington,
D.C., have refused to hand down heavy sentences
required under the law because of concerns about racial
disparity.
To judges like U.S. District Judge Terry Hatter of
Los Angeles, an ardent foe of the U.S. Sentencing
Guidelines, the sentencing reforms set by a
commission, and mandatory minimum sentences
imposed by Congress for certain crimes have created a
lopsided system.
In that system, a criminal such as former
Panamanian leader Manuel Antonio Noriega can strike
a deal ensuring no more than 35 years in prison while
"almost every Monday," Hatter said, "I'm asked to pass
out sentences that carry mandatory minimums of 20
years, 40 years and sometimes life without the
possibility of parole, and it's always to a young minority
male -- always."
Hatter said the toughest sentences are now strictly
"applied to basically one group of people: poor minority
people," who are not well connected or do not have
attorneys capable of making a deal that "finesses the
rules."
Other judges across the country have complained
about the system's unfairness and voiced nagging
concerns that reforms mandated by Congress have
created new inequalities in the way justice is
administered:
Last December, U.S. District Judge Raymond A.
Jackson of Norfolk dismissed drug charges after
prosecutors refused to turn over working papers to
show whether they selectively prosecuted black
defendants while giving immunity to whites in the
same case. Federal prosecutors later said in court
filings that they had indicted 25 blacks but did not
bring charges against 50 other blacks and five whites.
The case is under review by an appeals court in
Richmond.
U.S. District Judge Consuelo B. Marshall in 1993
dismissed the indictments of several black defendants
in Los Angeles charged with crack trafficking. She did
so after the defendants argued that they had been
targeted for prosecution under stiffer federal penalties
rather than state laws, and the government failed to
comply with Marshall's order to identify the race of all
persons charged with federal drug crimes over a
three-year period. The government appealed, and this
year the U.S. Supreme Court ruled against the
defendants, saying a race-based selective prosecution
claim must show that whites in similar circumstances
had not been prosecuted. The case is back in trial court.
Though he said his concerns were not specifically
racially based, U.S. District Judge J. Lawrence Irving
of San Diego quit the bench six years ago after
concluding that increasingly harsher sentences for drug
defendants and increased prosecutorial power had
created what he called an 'absurd" situation. "Really,"
he said recently, "the system is run by the U.S.
attorneys. When they decide how to indict, they fix the
sentence."
Many other judges have taken "senior status" since
the sentencing guidelines and mandatory minimums
took effect, giving them greater say over which cases
they will hear, and which they choose to decline.
In Washington, Justice Department officials who
oversee federal prosecutors said they believe the system
is fair and see no pattern of sentencing problems that
requires them to reassess their practices.
"All of our decisions are free of any kind of racial
discrimination," Robert S. Litt, deputy assistant
attorney general for the department's Criminal
Division, said in a recent interview.
Yet some members of the U.S. Sentencing
Commission, which writes the rules and recommends
reforms to Congress, express concern about growing
anecdotal evidence of sentencing inequalities,
especially in drug-related crimes.
The commission has yet to launch a comprehensive
study that would address the question of systemic
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unwarranted disparities. And its attempt last year to
convince Congress to equalize penalties for crack and
powder cocaine crimes was defeated, despite
widespread complaints that the penalty structure treated
blacks more harshly than whites.
Barry R. McCaffrey, the Clinton administration's
so-called drug czar as director of the Office of National
Drug Control Policy, said that even if disparities have
not been documented, the numbers of minorities
involved in the criminal justice system suggest a
problem.
"The disparity is, you look at who is in prison and
48 percent of them are black. Thirteen percent of the
nation is black so you've got to ask yourself why is that
the case. . . . When you look at the total number of
arrests for drugs, the total number of people taken to
trial for drugs, the total number convicted and the
number serving in prisons. The numbers don't lead one
to a sense of confidence if you're a minority American,
or a thinking American, that the system is working
appropriately," he said.
Keith W. Watters, a past president of the National
Bar Association, the country's largest black lawyers'
organization, went further, suggesting that disparities
-- and federal officials' failure to address them -- call
into question the basic assumption of equality under the
law. "The system is so skewed against us," he said,
"that the law is losing its credibility as a neutral vehicle
for fairness and equality in our society."
Controversy on Crack Cocaine
Sentences for crack cocaine -- powder cocaine
that's been cooked -- have drawn the most passionate
complaints about racial disparity. Critics suggest the
problem begins with selective prosecution. Although
blacks made up 89 percent of those sentenced for crack
crimes last year, a federal drug use survey found that
more whites use crack.
Once charged, a crack offender immediately faces
harsher prison sentences under laws passed by
Congress that require the same jail time for first-time
crack dealers as for people who sell 100 times the
amount of cocaine powder.
The Justice Department's Litt said that the
disproportionate prosecution of blacks on crack
offenses occurs for a simple reason: "Blacks dominate
the crack distribution trade. The reasons blacks are
getting arrested for distribution of crack is that blacks
distribute crack," he said.
Yet, a study scheduled for release next month by
the U.S. Sentencing Commission suggests that crack
crimes are now punished more severely than many
believe is warranted.
The study - called "Just Punishments" -- found the
severity of penalties for crack cocaine trafficking are
"clearly out step with public opinion," according to a
copy of the results obtained by The Washington Post. A
random sample of 1,753 people was asked what jail
time a particular criminal behavior should warrant. The
answers then were compared to the penalty dictated by
federal sentencing laws.
The greatest difference of opinion surfaced in
penalties for crack cocaine trafficking. Under scenarios
laid out by the researchers, those surveyed said the
crime called for 10 years in jail. But the crime draws
21.8 years under the sentencing rules.
And while the guidelines draw a big distinction
between penalties given to marijuana and crack
traffickers, those surveyed saw less difference. They
saw crack trafficking as more serious, but only a bit
more, the study found. Overall, those surveyed said
they would be harsher on criminals who injure or
threaten to injure people. They would give a harsher
punishment to someone who puts poison in an
over-the-counter drug, for example, than they would a
crack trafficker.
Possibility of Disparity
Time and time again, research has shown that
blacks more often than whites have felt the effects of a
combination of decisions that determine who gets
prosecuted for what crimes and whether charges are
brought in which court, state or federal.
Still lacking, however, is research that would
definitively address whether racial intent figures into
the decisionmaking.
A task force of U.S. attorneys appointed last year
by the Justice Department to study whether there are
racial patterns in prosecutions has found "a few
individual districts where for a particular year you can
see statistics that are troubling. But there are not
glaring instances of racial disparity overall," said the
group's chairman, Eric H. Holder Jr., the U.S. attorney
for the District of Columbia.
Plumbing those statistics in the troubling judicial
districts demands looking at individual case files, a
labor intensive project that could take months, Holder
said recently.
The commission recognized the possibility of
sentencing disparity in its August 1991 annual report
to Congress. The report concluded that whites more
often than blacks elude mandatory minimums, even
when records suggest they could have been prosecuted
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under the stiffer penalties. Mandatory minimum
sentences for certain crimes -- most involving drugs or
guns -- are layered on whatever punishment is called
for under the federal sentencing guidelines and could
mean an additional five, 10, or 20 years tacked atop a
prison term.
The commission said it was not prepared to study
why decisions about when to prosecute under the
mandatory minimums were made, "but such findings
suggest a need for further study in the area of
sentencing disparity," its study said.
Overall, the commission study found that whites --
not blacks - ended up with harsher sentences under the
guidelines. It concluded that the differences did not
amount to "unwarranted disparity" because the prison
terms fell within the time frames called for by the
sentencing formula.
But a year later, in reviewing the study, the
General Accounting Office said the commission's view
of "unwarranted disparity" was too narrow. The GAO
found prison terms may be influenced by factors that
are not supposed to be considered, including race. It
said those inappropriate factors appeared to disfavor
blacks at some sentencings while favoring them in
others. But the effects clearly indicated unwarranted
disparity, said the GAO report.
One racial disparity study has been underway at
the commission since 1991, but "is not ready,"
according to staff director John H. Kramer, because of
shortcomings in its research methods. A first draft of
another study that would provide a racial comparison
of sentences imposed before and after the sentencing
rules might be ready by year's end, but Kramer could
not say when the findings would be publicly available.
In 1994, the commission studied how prosecutors
made decisions about which cases to pursue and when
to award leniency. "There appeared to be disturbing
hints of social class, race and gender distinctions," said
Ilene H. Nagel, an original commission member and
the study's co-author.
But it was not until 1995, in a report on cocaine
and federal sentencing, that the commission
acknowledged the corrosive effect perceptions of racial
injustice can have.
The report concluded that the stiff crack penalties
have "a disproportionate effect" on black defendants.
While neither Congress nor the commission acted
"with any discriminatory intent" in setting those
sentences, the report said, penalties "clearly must be
racially neutral on their face and by design."
The commission recommended equalizing crack
and powder penalties. Congress, in its first ever
rejection of a commission recommendation last year,
said no.
But that didn't quiet the debate. Commission
Chairman Richard P. Conaboy said, "I think now
Congress with the publicity this has gotten realizes this
is a serious problem we have in our country, the whole
concept of allowing race to impact on our decisions.
And I think, and I may be wrong about this, that this
report of ours, this problem with this particular law,
will move forward the discussion on race relations and
how we deal with each other."
Locked In to 10 Years
Johnny Patillo was 27 and, according to the judge,
had never been involved with drugs when he brought a
package of crack cocaine to a Federal Express office in
Los Angeles and tried to send it to Dallas. He knew
drugs were in the package, but he didn't know what
kind or how much. And he needed the $500 he would
get as a courier.
Patillo was caught and convicted. Because there
were more than 50 grams of cocaine in the package
(681 grams, according to the court record), Patillo
faced a congressionally mandated minimum 10 years in
prison without parole.
For U.S. District Judge Spencer Letts, who was
locked into the mandatory minimum sentence when
Patillo came before him in 1993, the case presented
"the most difficult choice. . between my judicial oath
of office, which requires me to uphold the law as I
understand it, and my conscience, which requires me to
avoid intentional injustice."
Letts, who was put on the bench by President
Ronald Reagan a decade ago, observed that Patillo, a
black man who grew up in a tough neighborhood, had
avoided trouble with the law and earned a college
degree. But he had fallen on hard times financially.
"I, for one, do not understand how it came to be
that the courts of this nation, which stood for centuries
as the defenders of the rights of minorities against
abuse at the hands of the majority, have so far
abdicated their function that this defendant must serve
a 10-year sentence," he said.
"Since the days when amputation of the offending
hand was routinely used as the punishment for stealing
a loaf of bread," Letts said, "one of the basic precepts of
criminal justice has been that the punishment fit the
crime. This is the principle which, as a matter of law,
I must violate in this case."
Milton Grimes, Patillo's lawyer, said in an
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interview this year that when his client's sentencing
began Letts implored the prosecutors to try to cut
Patillo some slack. "He said this is not a case that
should receive a 10-year mandatory minimum.
'Gentlemen, you have to get creative,' he said. He was
all over them to get creative. And they wouldn't budge."
Blacks 'at Greater Risk'
In written opinions and interviews, judges
complain that the sentencing system clearly leaves
minorities at a disadvantage.
Appellate Judge Gerald W. Heaney in Duluth,
Minn., did his own study of racial disparities in the
Midwest's 8th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals, using data
provided by the Sentencing Commission and his own
collection, and found that young black men got longer
sentences than their white counterparts for similar
crimes. Using 1989 data, he compared sentences under
the new system with those under the old. The average
sentence for black males was 40 months longer, he
found, while the average sentence for white males was
19 months longer.
Heaney acknowledges that arrest rates of blacks are
disproportionately high compared to whites and that
there are many ways in which prejudice infects the
criminal justice system before sentencing occurs. But
he insists that the federal guidelines "have exacerbated
old racial disparities and brought about new ones."
In a research project, Richard A. Berk, a social
policy professor at the University of California/Los
Angeles, compared charges of selling crack and powder
cocaine brought between 1988 and 1992 by various law
enforcement agencies in Los Angeles. The analysis
broke out the charges by the defendant's race.
Berk's study found that the ratio of blacks to whites
charged was a consistent 3 to 1 for arrests by state and
county officers, while the ratio held at 2 V2 to 1 for
blacks to Latinos. If the system was race-neutral on all
levels, Berk said, the same breakout would occur in
federal court.
It didn't. At the federal courthouse for Los
Angeles, not a single white person was charged with
selling crack, and the ratio of blacks to Latinos jumped
to 4 /2 to 1.
The odds that the federal mix could have occurred
by chance, Berk concluded, was less than 4 in 2,500.
Blacks, his study, said are "at greater risk of being
charged with federal crimes than other racial/ethnic
offenders." Finding out why would take "far more
information."
Drug use patterns alone can't account for the
difference. Defense lawyer James Mowbray of Lincoln,
Neb., a critic of mandatory minimum laws, argues that
whites are the great majority of those sentenced for
methamphetamine and LSD, but that the overload
makes sense, he said, given that whites are the greatest
users of those drugs, according to the National
Household Survey on Drug Use for 1993 and the
estimates for 1995.
Yet cocaine users, according to those same survey
results, are majority white in powder and in crack. The
drug use report is done periodically by the National
Institute on Drug Abuse based on a survey of
self-reported drug use among household members age
12 or older.
"I don't think people in Washington sat down and
said let's get the black people," said Mowbray. "It's a
subconsciously racist system at work in which people in
Washington are protecting the drugs of choice among
people who are most like them."
There's nothing protective about Washington's
approach to drugs, said Senate Judiciary Committee
Chairman Orrin G. Hatch (R-Utah). Both he and Sen.
Charles E. Grassley (R-lowa), who is chairman of the
Judiciary subcommittee on the courts, said they are
satisfied that the guidelines are tough, but fair.
"If [disparities based on race] exist, they are
wrong," Grassley said. "But that doesn't seem, to me, to
come from the system. That could come from the
predilections of the people involved. I don't think the
system contributes to that. No system we set up is
perfect."
Mandatory Minimum Terms
Each year, the sentencing commission drafts new
rules and presents them for review by Congress, with
the rules taking effect automatically unless Congress
objects. Congress objected for the first time during the
commission's fight to address disparity in sentencing
for crack cocaine.
Some veteran observers of the commission worry
it will recoil from further forceful steps, whether that's
recommending other changes to sentencing rules or
rolling out intensive studies that look at apparent
disparities.
"They were set up as an independent agency to
report on the effects of sentencing rules and my wish is
they would completely ignore Congress and do their
own thing, even if it means standing up to them a lot
more often while laws are pending," said Julie Stewart,
president of the advocacy group Families Against
Mandatory Minimums. "I'm afraid they're stung by the
crack defeat and will put their tails between their legs
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for a year or so" and not make many changes to the
rules.
Disentangling the levels of punishment meted out
under sentencing rules from the levels called for by
mandatory minimum laws, said Francesca Bowman,
would be a bold step toward righting disparity.
Bowman is the chief federal probation officer for
Massachusetts and has headed the probation officers
advisory committee to the sentencing commission.
"I've kept statistics within my own office and its
shows that the disparity that arises comes from those
mandatory minimums, those are the reasons similarly
situated people aren't treated similarly," she said.
The mandatory minimums drive up prison time
generally, even for those defendants whose jail terms
are set under the sentencing guidelines calculation, said
Bowman. The jump occurs because the commission's
sentencing formula -- which presents a judge with a
range of time from which he sets a defendant's sentence
-- ties the bottom end or the midpoint of the
punishment range for certain drug crimes close to the
penalty that would be imposed if the defendant had
been sentenced under a mandatory minimum law rather
than the formula. So, for example, the common
five-year -- or 60-month -- sentence called for under
mandatory minimums becomes the lower end of the
guidelines' range of 57 months to 71 months that
applies to numerous drug crimes.
For people sentenced at the high end of the range
under the sentencing formula -- at the 71-month point,
for instance - that means "a lot go to jail for more than
what they would have got under a mandatory
minimum," Bowman said. "The commission needs to
find the courage to recalibrate their scale."
The sentencing formula was linked closely to the
mandatory minimum rules when they were first
designed because "the quantities of drugs used to
trigger the mandatory sentences were quantities that
were indicators of major drug dealing. But that was by
the standards or 1985 or 1986, which we were looking
at when we started out designing the sentencing rules,"
said Nagel, one of the original comnmrissioners. "By
1990, you had individuals who were not major dealers
dealing in those quantities and a shift in the marketing
process for cocaine dealers and that's what's leading to
this disparity and harsher sentencing for street-level
people now."
There's been some attempt by the commission to
adjust to the realities of the current drug distribution
system and to the stress prison systems face as more
street-level dealers are jailed for longer and longer
terms.
In 1994, the commission put in place a "safety
valve" provision that allows judges to go below the
mandatory prison terms for certain low-level drug
couriers in drug operations who do not engage in
violence and have no criminal record.
As part of its report to Congress on the crack
proposal, the commission suggested that a similar set
of circumstances be incorporated into cocaine penalties,
to allow for punishment based on the nature of the
crack crime, not solely on the quantity of crack
involved.
While rejecting the commission's proposed I to 1
ratio for crack and powder cocaine penalties, Congress
asked for additional research on the penalty and a
report by next spring.
The back-and-forth is typical of what Boston
defense attorney Peter Ball, a former federal prosecutor,
regards as the commission's pattern of avoiding
responsibility for sentencing rules that have been called
into question.
"You have these burning, critical questions about
race, and mandatory minimums, and fairness generally
in sentencing and the commission's response is it's not
us, blame Congress. They're always passing the ball,
even though they are set up to operate as an
independent agency watching over the system and
raising Cain when it isn't working right."
Margot Williams, Metro Resource Director,
contributed to this report.
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SOURCE: "Just Punishments" study, by Peter Rossi, Richard Berk and Alec Campbell
APPEALS AND PRISON POPULATIONS
Since the federal sentencing guidelines were adopted in 1987, an increasing number of
defendants have agreed to plea bargains and fewer cases are going to trial. At the same time, appeals
have flooded the courts. Most of the appeals involve sentences.
Breakdown of guideline appeals, 1995







Sentences mandated by the guidelines and public opinion do not always jibe, as shown by
examples from the "Just Punishments" study:
Dealing Crack
A person has been convicted with several others of taking part over a four-month period in the
selling of more than $1,000 of crack. The defendant was a street-level dealer who bought drugs from
a wholesale dealer and sold directly to users.
Sentence. in Years
Selling Defective Parts
A person has been convicted of selling defective helicopter parts to the federal government,
endangering the lives of helicopter personnel and passengers. The seller knew the parts were
defective. The sales amounted to more than $400,000.
Sentence. in Years
Product Tampering
A person has been convicted of adding poison to 17 packages of over-the-counter drugs. At least
one death resulted.
Sentence, in Years
Public opinion - 39.2
Public opinion - 10 Guidelines - 32.4
Public opinion - 10 Guidelines - 4.6
Guidelines - 15.8
Othernot dentfied7%
The sentencing guidelines fueled a boom in the federal prison population, which has grown
faster than state prisons. State systems are not affected by the federal guidelines.





SOURCES: U.S. Sentencing Commission, Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts, Bureau of
Justice Statistics
Copyright 1996, The Washington Post Co. All Rights Reserved
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RACIAL CHALLENGE TO CRACK LAWS REJECTED SENTENCING
Supreme Court Continues to Refuse to Classify Stiff Penalties'
Disproportionate Effect on Blacks as Discrimination
Los Angeles Times
Tuesday, April 15, 1997
David G. Savage, Times Staff Writer
WASHINGTON -- The Supreme Court on Monday
rejected a claim that stiff penalties for dealing crack
cocaine amount to racial discrimination and refused to
reconsider the 10-year prison term given an African
American man whose first criminal offense was selling
crack.
The action came as no surprise. It marks at least
the third time in the last three years that the justices
have turned away a race-bias challenge to the crack
cocaine laws.
Nonetheless, prominent African Americans have
continued to raise the issue. The latest appeal was
signed by Los Angeles attorney Johnnie L. Cochran
and Harvard Law Professor Charles J. Ogletree Jr.
"There is a perception among African Americans
that there is no more unequal treatment by the
criminal justice system than in the crack vs. powder
cocaine racially biased sentencing provision," they
said.
In 1986, after the cocaine overdose death of
University of Maryland basketball star Len Bias,
Congress passed a new drug law that imposed a 10-year
mandatory federal prison term on persons caught with
at least 50 grams--roughly one-tenth of a pound--of
crack cocaine. A seller of powder cocaine would have
to get caught with 5,000 grams or more to get the same
10-year sentence.
Despite complaints from judges and penal experts,
Congress and President Clinton have refused to
consider changing the law on crack cocaine.
For its part, the Supreme Court has refused to
strike down laws on grounds that they have a
"disparate impact" on some groups.
The justices have drawn a distinction between laws
intended to discriminate and those that have a
discriminatory effect.
On the one hand, it is clearly unconstitutional for
the government at any level to pass a law intended to
single out a racial or ethnic group for punishment.
Similarly, it is unconstitutional for officials to
enforce the law in a discriminatory manner. In a
classic example, San Francisco officials were charged
with violating the Constitution in 1886 because they
regularly shut down Chinese-owned laundries for
fire-code offenses but did not shut down white-owned
laundries for the same offenses.
But laws are not unconstitutional, the court has
said, simply because they are shown to have a harsher
effect on some groups. In recent years, nearly 90% of
those charged with federal crack cocaine charges have
been black, the court has noted. But white men account
for more than 90% of the federal convictions for
crimes such as LSD dealing, obscenity and financial
fraud, it said.
The latest case to raise the issue began in 1995,
when Duane C. Edwards of the District of Columbia
sold 126 grams of crack cocaine to an undercover U.S.
Park Police officer. Edwards was convicted and given
the mandatory 10-year term. He appealed.
"We have held [that] Congress had not acted with
a discriminatory purpose in setting greater penalties
for cocaine base [crack] crimes than for powder
cocaine offenses," wrote U.S. appeals court Judge
Karen Henderson in rejecting his claim. Although this
law may have a "disparate impact on black defendants,"
it is not unconstitutional for that reason, she said.
Without comment, the Supreme Court rejected
Edwards' final appeal in the case (Edwards vs. U.S.,
96-1492).
Copyright 1997 / The Times Mirror Company
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RACIAL VOTING THAT PROMOTES DEMOCRACY
The Baltimore Sun
Wednesday, November 20, 1996
Samuel Issacharoff and Richard H. Pildes
THE DECADE-OLD federal policy of clustering
blacks and whites into racially designed districts led
this fall to a bitter public spectacle. New court decisions
forced several black congressional representatives to
run in majority-white districts. In the end they were
re-elected, but not before much concern that they might
lose their seats.
But as this drama played itself out, the South is
also experimenting with another, less public solution to
the problem of deep-seated racial and political division.
And it seems to be working.
Chilton County, Alabama, the self-proclaimed
"Peach Capital of the World," is poor even by Alabama
standards. Its black residents, 11 percent of the
population dispersed in isolated pockets, are poorest of
all.
In 1988, a federal court found that the county's
blacks had been excluded from local office. The
standard solution -- minority districts -- was
unworkable because the county's pockets of African
Americans are so geographically dispersed.
After much agonizing, white political leaders
reluctantly tried something different: cumulative
voting. Chilton County's two most important political
bodies, the county commission and the board of
education, were each expanded to seven members.
Every voter was allowed seven votes. He could cast one
for each of seven candidates, plump all seven down on
one, or choose any option in between.
At first, the shift perplexed many people, including
the candidates. Only Bobby Agee, a thoughtful black
aspirant for the county commission, immediately
grasped the concept and openly asked voters for all
seven of their votes. Most of his opponents seemed to
believe that, as the editor of the local paper put it,
asking for more than one vote per person was "not the
Southern gentleman thing to do."
The results were dramatic: a long-serving white
member of the board of education lost. Mr. Agee won
more votes than any other candidate, even though only
1.5 percent of whites cast even a single vote for him.
For the first time since Reconstruction, blacks won
seats on the county commission and the board of
education.
There were also unexpected side effects. Other
"minorities" started winning. Republicans, scarce in
Chilton County local politics, got elected, and, for the
first time, a woman won a seat on the board of
education. (This parallels a larger pattern: countries
with proportional or semi-proportional representation
systems average 15 percent women in their
parliaments, while democracies with single-member
election districts, such as the United States, average less
than 6 percent.)
Bobby Agee embodies the hopes that cumulative
voting schemes raise. In 1988, he owed his election to
black voters. In fact, he was the only candidate to
campaign in black areas. In a winner-take-all system,
like those used to elect most local governments, he
would have been wiped out.
When he first took office, he acknowledged, his
fellow commissioners considered him "the black
representative." Yet, once in office, Mr. Agee branched
out. A white colleague admitted that he proved to be the
commission's most educated and talented member.
In the 1992 election, the second under cumulative
voting, many white candidates changed their strategies.
Realizing that whites would split their votes among
white candidates, they turned to blacks as a potential
swing constituency. Blacks would vote for Mr. Agree,
they reasoned, but perhaps they might cast a vote or
two for them as well.
An important axiom
Mr. Agee, re-elected, took on a new role as well:
His fellow commissioners elected him chair. His
election proved an important axiom about the new
system. Some white voters had clearly become
comfortable with his presence on the commission.
Far from causing a white backlash, proportional
representation appears to have eased racial division.
Mr. Agee won twice as many white votes in 1992 as in
1988, and he now gets more phone calls and requests
from white constituents than from black ones. His
explanation of what has happened sounds almost
quaint: people in Chilton County, he reports, are
starting to "get away from race, creed and color" and
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are "looking at the ability of the person."
Proportional representation schemes will be getting
the closer look they deserve elsewhere. Last year local
officials, desperate to avoid costly and divisive
redistricting battles, persuaded the Texas legislature to
allow them to replace majority-rule school-board
elections with limited and cumulative voting schemes.
In North Carolina, after the Supreme Court invalidated
the state's black-majority congressional districts,
Republicans proposed dividing the state into three parts
and electing congressional representatives by
cumulative voting from within each area.
Such systems are no panacea. But as it becomes
clearer that racial redistricting raises serious
constitutional questions, many yearn for an alternative.
When cumulative voting was first discussed several
years ago, it seemed too radical to contemplate. But in
Chilton County, Alabama, this novel strategy for
transcending racial division doesn't look so radical after
all.
Samuel Issacharoff teaches law at the University
of Texas. Richard H. Pildes teaches law at the
University ofMichigan. This article first appeared in
The New Republic.
Copyright 1996 @ The Baltimore Sun Company
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COURT MAKES IT HARDER TO CREATE MINORITY ELECTION DISTRICTS
The Associated Press Political Service
Monday, May 12, 1997
Richard Carelli, Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) _ The Supreme Court made it
harder Monday for federal officials to block proposed
changes in state and local election systems that might
hurt the political clout of blacks and other minority
voters.
Lawyers disagreed, however, about the practical
impact of the court's 7-2 decision in a case from Bossier
Parish, La., where until recently no black ever had
served on a 12-member school board.
The court said Justice Department lawyers have
used too stringent a legal standard in deciding whether
to give initial approval of election-system changes in
states and communities, mostly in the South, required
to obtain such permission.
The Louisiana case focused on two parts of the
federal Voting Rights Act of 1965.
The law's Section 5 requires state or local
governments to show that any proposed election change
does not leave minority voters worse off than they were.
The act's Section 2, which applies nationwide, is
more stringent. It prohibits any voting practice that
would dilute minority voting strength.
At issue was whether Justice Department lawyers
can reject a practice under Section 5 just because it
violates Section 2. Justice Sandra Day O'Connor,
writing for the court, said they cannot.
Michael Carvin, a lawyer for Bossier Parish, said
the ruling "puts an end to the Justice Department's
power to force state and local governments to racially
gerrymander in favor of minorities."
He said administration lawyers have been applying
the more stringent legal standard "to engage in
affirmative action in behalf of minority voters" by
withholding approval of any proposed change that does
not maximize minority voting power.
For example, he said, an electoral system featuring
one majority- black district might fail to get federal
approval just because a redistricting plan could have
been drawn featuring two such districts.
But Laughlin McDonald of the American Civil
Liberties Union said the court's rejection of merging the
voting law's two sections "is not much of a setback."
He noted the justices ruled that evidence that a
proposed change would dilute minorities' voting power
still can be a factor in deciding whether there exists a
discriminatory purpose -- a violation of Section 5.
The justices set aside the decision of a three-judge
court in Louisiana and told the lower court to restudy a
Bossier Parish school board voting plan that included
no majority-black districts.
The lower court had approved the plan, but the
justices said they were unsure whether it refused to
consider evidence that would be relevant in a search for
a discriminatory purpose.
O'Connor was joined by Chief Justice William H.
Rehnquist and Justices Antonin Scalia, Anthony M.
Kennedy and Clarence Thomas.
Justices Stephen G. Breyer and Ruth Bader
Ginsburg concurred separately, and Justices John Paul
Stevens and David H. Souter dissented.
Stevens said the ruling wrongly allows initial
approval of "a state action that is in clear violation of
federal law."
Nearly 20 percent of Bossier Parish's voting-age
population is black but as of 1990 no black had ever
been elected to the school board. Two blacks were
elected to the board in 1995, however.
Copyright 1997. The Associated Press.
All Rights Reserved
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NEW GEORGIA VOTING MAP UPHELD BY SUPREME COURT
5-4 Ruling Calls 1 Majority- Black District Enough
The Washington Post
Friday, June 20, 1997
Joan Biskupic Washington Post Staff Writer
A closely divided Supreme Court ruled yesterday
that it is sufficient for Georgia to have just one
majority-black voting district, rejecting the argument
that more are needed to protect the political interests of
African Americans.
The ruling reaffirmed the court's recent pattern of
denouncing the use of race in the creation of
congressional districts across the country. It is also part
of a broader trend, driven by a narrow but potent
five-justice majority, to challenge lawmakers who take
race into account, even when their policies are designed
to compensate for the nation's history of discrimination.
At issue are the districts that civil rights activists
credit for doubling the number of black representatives
in Congress over the past six years. Like other recent
voting rights cases, the Georgia dispute can be traced
to the 1990 census and to efforts to consolidate black
voters into districts of their own, often ones that snake
around the state picking up minorities from urban
centers as well as rural enclaves.
Those efforts, driven by civil rights groups and the
Justice Department, produced a record number of
voting districts across the South that were either
majority black or majority Hispanic. But they also
prompted numerous challenges by white voters who
claimed that these sometimes bizarre configurations
were an unconstitutional attempt to classify people by
the color of their skin and that they effectively
discriminated against white voters.
Because many states already have resolved any
challenges to their voting districts, yesterday's ruling
will not force a rethinking of what has been done so
far. Rather, it makes clear the principles the high court
wants followed into the next millennium, when states
armed with a new set of census data begin anew the
process of drawing congressional maps.
In the Georgia case, the justices once again sided
with a group of white voters, saying that states need not
bow to pressure to maximize the number of
minority-controlled districts in order to comply with
the Voting Rights Act of 1965. It was the fifth time
since 1993, when the court first allowed white voters to
challenge such districts, that the justices ruled against
black or Hispanic interests.
"The task of redistricting is best left to state
legislatures, elected by the people and as capable as the
courts, if not more so, in balancing the myriad factors
and traditions in legitimate districting policies," Justice
Anthony M. Kennedy wrote for the high court. He
lashed out at the Justice Department for pressuring
states to create districts designed chiefly to bolster the
chances that minority candidates could win a seat in
Congress. He was joined by Chief Justice William H.
Rehnquist and Justices Sandra Day O'Connor, Antonin
Scalia and Clarence Thomas.
Dissenting justices, led by Stephen G. Breyer, said
yesterday's decision would "unreasonably restrict"
legislators' ability to draft race-based policies, even
when their central aim is to fight discrimination against
blacks. He was joined by Justices John Paul Stevens,
David H. Souter and Ruth Bader Ginsburg.
Some critics asserted yesterday that the court had
turned the 14th Amendment's guarantee of equal
protection, adopted to assure blacks civil rights, into a
tool for whites trying to protect their own interests.
"The effectiveness of civil rights law is now being
blunted," said Theodore M. Shaw, a counsel at the
NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund. "The
Supreme Court is taking a blindfolded approach to
history."
That sentiment was echoed by the American Civil
Liberties Union, which represented minority voters.
"A majority of the court seems determined to
cripple the Voting Rights Act, which more than any
other civil rights law has helped rid us of discrimination
in voting," said ACLU lawyer Laughlin McDonald.
A. Lee Parks, who brought the case on behalf of
white voters, countered yesterday that such responses
amount to "sour grapes," and he insisted that voting
districts were intended to represent "places . . . not
specific groups of people."
The Georgia case had been to the high court before.
It began after the census when the number of authorized
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congressional seats in Georgia rose from 10 to 11. State
lawmakers submitted for Justice Department approval
a plan that included two majority-black districts. The
Justice Department said that wasn't enough, there
ought to be three. About 28 percent of Georgia's
population is black.
The state eventually complied, but white voters
sued and the Supreme Court struck down the redrawn
map, ruling that race cannot be a predominant factor in
redistricting. That 1995 decision set new law and
forced judges to begin strictly scrutinizing any
redistricting plan in which the race of voters had been
a predominant factor in drawing boundaries. The
Georgia case then went back to the state legislature.
But lawmakers deadlocked, and it was left to a district
court to develop a new map.
That court settled on just one majority-black
district, contending that any more would violate the
traditional goals of creating voting areas that are
geographically compact and contiguous.
The Justice Department and civil rights groups
appealed to the Supreme Court. But in its opinion
yesterday, the justices said the Georgia legislature was
unfairly influenced by the Justice Department in
drafting its original plans: "It is not Justice Department
interference per se that is the concern," Kennedy wrote,
"but rather the fact that Justice Department pressure led
the state to act based on an overriding concern with
race."
The challengers also contended that the new plan
violated the Voting Rights Act, intended to compensate
for racially polarized voting and to ensure that black
votes are not diluted. They said blacks generally cannot
elect candidates of their choice without majority-black
districts.
But Kennedy said, in a portion of his opinion read
from the bench yesterday, that whites have been willing
to vote for blacks and that even when two black House
incumbents, Cynthia McKinney (D) and Sanford Bishop
(D), were stripped of their majority-black districts, they
won reelection in 1996. Rep. John Lewis (D), a 10-year
veteran, is Georgia's third black member of Congress.
Dissenting justices in the case, Abrams v. Johnson,
emphasized that they believe the state legislature
wanted two such districts and that it was natural for
lawmakers to be influenced in part by the Justice
Department. "How can a court say that a legislative act
is legitimate . .. when those who reason or cajole (or
threaten suit) are farmers, businessmen, or consumer
groups, but that the same legislative act becomes
illegitimate . . . simply because those who seek to




In a blow to efforts to preserve majority-minority
congressional districts, the Supreme Court upheld a
redrawn Georgia district map that contains only one








"The trial court acted well within its discretion in
deciding it could not draw two majority-black districts







"The court "has created a legal doctrine that will
unreasonably restrict legislators' use of race, even for




Congress enacted the Voting Rights Act,
abolishing literacy tests and other measures used to
block voting by blacks. As readopted and revised in
1970, 1975 and 1982, the act authorized federal
intervention to assure that legislative districts are
drawn to give minorities a fair chance to win office.
1991
After the 1990 census, all states redistricted their
congressional delegations, as required by the
Constitution, to account for population shifts. States
with a history of racial discrimination had to clear their
plans with the Justice Department to assure compliance
with the Voting Rights Act.
1993
In Shaw v. Reno, the Supreme Court allowed white
voters in North Carolina to challenge a 160-mile-long
district drawn to ensure a black majority. The court
called such districts an effort at "racial
gerrymandering" and ruled they needed to meet a
judicial standard known as "strict scrutiny." That
means they could be justified only if they were part of
a narrowly tailored effort to satisfy a compelling
government interest.
1995
In Miller v. Johnson, the Supreme Court struck
down a Georgia districting plan and ruled that the use
of race as "the predominant factor" in drawing voting
districts is presumptively unconstitutional. Reaffirming
the strict scrutiny standard, the court found that trying
to satisfy Justice Department interpretations of the
Voting Rights Act did not meet the test.
1996
In separate rulings, the Supreme Court found that
three Texas districts and one North Carolina district
were unconstitutional because race was the
predominant factor in drawing the boundaries.
1997
Supreme Court upholds redrawn Georgia map.
Copyright 1997, The Washington Post Co.
All Rights Reserved
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AT N.A.A.C.P., TALK OF A SHIFT ON INTEGRATION
The New York Times
June 23, 1997
Steven A. Holmes
WASHINGTON, June 22: Facing continued white
resistance to busing to achieve school desegregation, an
increasingly conservative judiciary and now criticism
from inside and outside its ranks, the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People is
rethinking one of its fundamental principles: advocacy
of public school integration.
The N.A.A.C.P. has always supported school
integration as a way to improve educational
opportunities for black students, but other black leaders
have begun voicing doubts about that goal. They say the
organization should focus more heavily on seeking the
improvement of majority-black schools.
A change in the 88-year-old organization's
position on school integration, should it occur, would
come after years of criticism of the N.A.A.C.P. as being
hidebound and lacking in appeal for younger blacks.
Debating such a radical move would allow the
organization to be seen as being more attuned to new
thinking in civil rights.
Officials of the organization have been in a
quandary in recent years about members who oppose its
traditional support for racially mixed schools, even
ousting local chapter directors who expressed different
views. Opposition to the N.A.A.C.P. policy has been
growing at the same time that segregation in public
schools has been on the rise.
Other dissenting voices have added pressure. More
black parents are complaining that under school
integration plans, it is their children who are most
likely to be the ones bused out of their neighborhoods.
And some black self-help advocates, like Justice
Clarence Thomas and Louis Farrakhan, head of the
Nation of Islam, have argued that it is demeaning to
suggest that black students can achieve a quality
education only in largely white schools.
At its national convention next month in
Pittsburgh, the N.A.A.C.P. is expected to have a formal
debate on its school-integration policy for the first time
in more than a decade.
Myrlie Evers-Williams, the chairwoman of the
N.A.A.C.P., said she not only expected the delegates to
debate the merits of continuing to promote integration
in public schools but also expected them to consider
modifying the group's position through a resolution. But
her personal position is still in support of integrated
schools.
"The N.A.A.C.P. has always believed in
integration of the public schools," Ms. Evers-Williams
said. "But a debate has been raging as to whether that's
still the position we should take."
Whether the delegates decide to alter their backing
of integration efforts, including busing, or simply vote
to study the issue, Ms. Evers-Williams said the
N.A.A.C.P. board would also take up the issue either at
the convention or at its next board meeting in October.
Even the suggestion of a shift in position could
further erode support for a policy that seems to be
increasingly falling out of favor among blacks.
Michael Meyers, head of the New York Civil
Rights Coalition, a centrist group that still supports
integration, interpreted Ms. Evers-Williams's
statements as a tacit approval of some change in
direction.
"She is now sending a very clear and strong signal
that she is ready to let their policy go by the wayside,"
Mr. Meyers said.
The rethinking of its stance on integration comes
at a time when the N.A.A.C.P. is struggling to find its
voice again after several years of internal discord that
led to the dismissal of its former executive director
Benjamin F. Chavis Jr., and the replacement with Ms.
Evers-Williams of its chairman, William F. Gibson.
The group has also had to pay off a $3.2 million debt
that had hamstrung its legal and advocacy work.
Last week Ms. Evers-Williams brought together a
multiracial panel of experts to advise her and other
N.A.A.C.P. leaders on issues and strategies the
organization might pursue.
"For the last two years, we have been focused on
the survival of the N.A.A.C.P.," Ms. Evers-Williams
said. "We're trying to make the organization strong so
that we can turn to an action plan."
Efforts to reduce school busing are winning some
black support. Earlier this year, the Board of Education
in Guilford County, N.C., which includes Greensboro,
voted to redraw its district lines to minimize its
large-scale busing program and preserve neighborhood
schools. Among the groups advocating the end of
large-scale busing in the county was a group of black
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ministers called the Pulpit Forum.
"Our biggest concern now is whether our schools
will be equal," said Amos Quick, a black member of the
60-member citizens committee that will redraw the
school boundaries, writing in The Greensboro News &
Record last month. "Separate but truly equal would not
be so bad."
In some ways, a shift in the N.A.A.C.P.'s policy
would have more symbolic meaning than real impact.
Under what was essentially a peace treaty between two
groups that are often in competition, the N.A.A.C.P.
generally filed school desegregation suits in the North
in the 1960's and 1970's, while the NAACP Legal
Defense and Educational Fund, once part of the
N.A.A.C.P., brought such suits in the South.
But the Supreme Court's 1974 decision in
Milliken v. Bradley made it more difficult and more
expensive to win desegregation suits that resulted in
busing between increasingly black inner-city districts
and white suburbs, the general trend in northern
metropolitan areas. With the increased costs of the
lawsuits and the N.A.A.C.P.'s continued financial woes,
the group has virtually stopped involving itself at the
national level in school desegregation cases.
"The N.A.A.C.P. is a large organization, and there
are many local chapters who are still fighting the
resegregation of schools that is going on," said Gary
Orfield, a professor of education and social policy at
Harvard. "But the national N.A.A.C.P. office has not
been a major actor in this area for years."
Still, the symbolism of an N.A.A.C.P. retreat from
its unstinting support of school integration would have
significance. The Justice Department monitors more
than 400 school desegregation programs -- some
court-ordered, some voluntary - and some observers say
it would become more difficult to defend those
programs, especially the so-called metropolitan plans,
which involve busing between cities and suburbs -- from
attack.
"If the N.A.A.C.P. is saying that separate is no
longer unequal," Mr. Meyers said, "that functionally
reverses Brown v. Board of Education. If the
N.A.A.C.P. is pulling back, then they are sending a
strong signal to the courts and making it extremely
difficult for there to be metropolitan remedies for
segregation."
Support for school integration has been a defining
principle of the N.A.A.C.P. almost since its inception.
Indeed, it was litigation carried out by Thurgood
Marshall, the late Supreme Court Justice who once
headed the group's legal department, that eventually led
to the landmark Brown v. Board of Education of
Topeka, Kan., decision in 1954. That decision outlawed
legal segregation and overturned the doctrine set forth
in the 1896 Plessy v. Ferguson case, in which the Court
said that separate but equal treatment of blacks and
whites did not violate the equal protection guarantee of
the Constitution.
But in recent years, there has been growing
disillusionment with busing and other efforts to achieve
integration. Julian Bond, an N.A.A.C.P. board member
who said he would oppose diminishing support for
integrated schools, still empathized with those who are
frustrated. "Generally among black Americans," Mr.
Bond said, "there is a feeling that this has come to
naught, that so much energy has been put into it
without commensurate results and that white America
has been so resistant that you're butting your head
against the wall. I think it's a wrong attitude, but it's an
understandable attitude."
The debate over integration has roiled the
N.A.A.C.P. itself. Last year, the N.A.A.C.P. board
dismissed Robert H. Robinson as president of its Bergen
County branch in New Jersey for expressing the view
that getting quality schools in black neighborhoods was
more important than seeking integration. In October
1995, the group also ousted Kenneth W. Jenkins,
president of the Yonkers branch, after he questioned the
wisdom of the continued use of busing to achieve
integration.
That type of ferment within the black community
is clearly influencing the N.A.A.C.P. to review its
position, several board members said.
"When you listen to the views of the community
and listen to parents, they are telling us that things are
not right," said Sandra McGary, chairwoman of the
N.A.A.C.P. board's education committee.
Still, some board members say they fear that a less
stalwart position would coincide with a worrisome trend
of more segregation.
A report issued last month by researchers from
Harvard and Indiana Universities found that racial
segregation in the public schools had been increasing
since 1980, especially as more white families had
moved out of inner cities and into the suburbs and as
Federal courts had stopped ordering integration plans
that linked cities and suburbs.
The report's authors warned against giving in to
that trend.
Copyright 1997 The New York Times Company
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BLACKS CO-EXIST WITH INTEGRATION, SEGREGATION
NAACP Gathering Reveals a Philosophical Quandary
The Sunday Patriot-News, Harrisburg
Sunday, July 20, 1997
Jonathan Tilove Washington Bureau
PITTSBURGH - There was no great debate between
'we shall overcome' integrationists and 'separate but
equal' black nationalists at the NAACP national
convention last week.
Both sentiments were in evidence at the gathering
of the nation's oldest and largest civil rights
organization. But calls to integration or introspection
are not the rallying cries of warring factions, but rather
cohabiting impulses of many black Americans.
The choice for them is not either/or but which one
works when and how.
'We go issue by issue, up and down a continuum,'
said Evie Adams Welch, a former college administrator
from Jacksonville, Fla., who was a delegate here this
week.
A people only a generation from legal segregation,
wearied by decades of white flight from many of the
schools and neighborhoods they managed, however
briefly to integrate, cannot afford to place all their
political, economic and psychic energy on the altar of
integration.
It is especially the case as they contemplate the
demise of affirmative action, which has helped
integrate higher education and the work force.
'In the black community, somewhere in our
subconscious, we are forced nationalists,' said Welch.
And yet, she recognizes, black Americans cannot
afford to relinquish their claim to participation
everywhere.
Or as the Rev. Joseph Lowery, the head of the
Southern Christian Leadership Conference, told the
delegates, 'We need to define what we mean by
integration. It is not the systematic movement of all
things black into all things white. It is the emphatic
movement of all things wrong into all things right.'
In an essay on integration that appeared last fall in
the magazine Civilization, Gerald Early, director of the
Afro-American Studies program at Washington
University in St. Louis, noted the irony in the crossed
paths traveled by the most famous champions of each
course of action of their generation -- Martin Luther
King Jr. and Malcolm X.
'King, the ardent integrationist,' Early writes, 'grew
up in an extraordinarily vibrant all-black community,
was shaped by all-black churches and schools, had a
loving black family and never had any uneasiness about
being black.'
But, Early continues, 'Malcolm X, on the other
hand, grew up spending a great deal of time with
whites, felt uneasy about his race, never experienced a
strong black family life, and never had positive
experiences at a black church or black school.'
Each, Early speculates, was 'seeking a sort of
completion.'
Similarly, today's great icon of anti-integrationist
sentiment, Minister Louis Farrakhan of the Nation of
Islam, had an integrated experience growing up in
Boston and lives in an integrated neighborhood in one
of the most segregated of cities, Chicago.
To Early, it was the Million Man March of October
1995, called by Farrakhan, that marked the symbolic
end of an 'age of integration' that had opened with
Jackie Robinson donning the uniform of the Brooklyn
Dodgers in 1947.
But along with Farrakhan, the other key convener
of the Million Man March was the immediate past
president of the NAACP (albeit one who exited in
scandal) Benjamin Chavis.
And if Chavis has recently become a minister in
the Nation of Islam, and added a Muhammad to his
name, one of his bolder, if unaccomplished objectives
during his short rein at the NAACP was to draw
non-black minorities into the organization.
There are here few crisp lines and boundaries.
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University of Chicago political scientist Michael
Dawson has studied the ebb and flow of black
nationalist sentiment. It rises, he says, in periods of
frustration about a perceived deterioration in race
relations, and. he says, it is as high now as at any point
since the waters that swelled around Marcus Garvey
and his Back-to-Africa movement in the 1920s.
Today, Dawson says, black nationalism is not
about separatism. Rather, it is a predilection to
do-for-self and a disinterest in crossed-racial alliances.
Dawson's polling indicates that this brand of
nationalism infuses a 'substantial minority' of black
thinking now, and that unlike the past, it is as common
with middle-class blacks as with poorer ones.
And yet, according to a recent Gallup poll on
black-white relations, more than three-quarters of
blacks (and 61 percent of whites) approved of
interracial marriage and an even higher percentage
report that they would prefer to live and work in
integrated environments.
But Dawson recalls that even King, shortly before
his death, said the black community required a period
of self-segregation as a temporary way station on the
path of advancement.
In the years since King's death, the NAACP's long
campaign for school desegregation led to court-ordered
busing in one school system after another.
But, a generation later, there is a sense of
resignation that they and the nation are in the end
game of that effort.
Theodore Shaw, counsel with the NAACP Legal
Defense and Educational Fund, a separate sister
organization that has argued most of the school
desegregation cases in the South, said, 'We will do as
many cases as we can, but we know it's slipping away.'
But as court orders are lifted in more cities, and as
white enrollment drops so low in others that
meaningful integration is moot, delegates here
recognize that the future belongs to finding other
strategies for improving mostly black schools where
most black children will continue to go to school.
The Sunday Patriot-News Harrisburg Copyright
1997
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MINORITIES GET BOOST ON FEDERAL PACTS BUSINESS
The Administration, After Proposing to Change How it Awards Contracts
Will Seek to Preserve 'Race-Conscious Measures.'
Los Angeles Times
Wednesday, May 7, 1997
David G. Savage, Times Staff Writer
WASHINGTON -- Hoping to preserve a
"race-conscious" system of awarding federal contracts,
the Clinton administration said Tuesday that it will try
to use statistics to show that blacks, Latinos, Asians
and Native Americans are unfairly excluded from
obtaining government work.
Officials plan to figure the percentage of
minority-owned firms in an industry, such as
construction or engineering, and then calculate the
percentage of government money that has been
awarded to minority firms in the industry over the last
three years.
If the federal government falls below the
"industry-specific benchmark" in awarding contracts
to minorities, it can continue to use "race-conscious
measures" that give an advantage to these "socially and
economically disadvantaged" businesses, the Justice
Department said. However, if minority- owned firms
are receiving a proportionate share of government
money in a particular industry, the preferences should
be "limited," it added.
The proposal "ensures that race-conscious
procurement decisions are made only when warranted
to help break down discriminatory barriers to
contracting opportunities for minority firms," the
department said Tuesday.
The proposal was first announced a year ago and
will be published as a regulation in the Federal
Register on Friday. However, it will not take effect for
months, the government said, since the Commerce
Department has yet to compile the industry-by-industry
statistics.
At issue is the awarding of $200 billion a year in
federal contracts and purchases. In recent years, 6.6%
of this total, or $11 billion, has gone to
minority-owned firms.
Administration officials called this latest plan a
"reform of affirmative action" that carries out
President Clinton's goal to "mend it, don't end it."
"This is a serious, good-faith effort to mend
affirmative action and to target it to where it is most
needed," said a Justice Department official who asked
not to be named.
Critics called the announcement stalling.
"It is a facade for maintaining the status quo," said
Clint Bolick, a former Ronald Reagan administration
Justice Department official who is critical of
affirmative action. "They are trying to create an image
of reform while doing nothing."
Two years ago, the Supreme Court rejected a
federal policy that favored a Latino contractor over a
white road builder in Colorado and ruled that the
Constitution generally forbids the use of race as a factor
in federal contracting. However, the justices left open
the possibility that race could be used "in the extreme
case" to "break down patterns of deliberate exclusion."
Since then, the administration has refused to back
away from race-based preferences. It has ended only
one such program, a Defense Department policy that
excluded white-owned firms from competing for some
contracts when two or more minority firms applied.
Otherwise, the administration has worked to
formulate a new way to justify bidding preferences that
would survive a court challenge.
No one contends that minority firms are being
deliberately excluded by federal officials from
receiving government work. However, some
administration lawyers believe that prime contractors
may discriminate against small minority firms in
subcontracting.
The statistical measures will help pinpoint such
continuing discrimination, they said.
The federal proposal mimics the strategy used by
many large cities, including Los Angeles and San
Francisco, in response to a 1989 Supreme Court
decision. That year, the justices struck down a
Richmond, Va., ordinance that set aside 30% of its
contracts for minority firms and ruled such city and
state programs generally unconstitutional.
However, Justice Sandra Day O'Connor said that
"a significant statistical disparity" between the
percentage of qualified minority contractors in the area
and the amount of government work they received
could furnish "an inference of discriminatory
exclusion." This might justify affirmative action "in the
extreme case," she said.
Copyright 1997 /The Times Mirror Company
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FEDERAL DIVERSITY PLANS HIT AFFIRMATIVE-ACTION
Ruling May Signal National Trend
Richmond Times-Dispatch
Sunday, June 8, 1997
Mark Johnson, Media General News Service
In a decision that has gone virtually unnoticed but
could further undermine federal affirmative-action
policies, a federal judge in Louisiana has ruled that the
Internal Revenue Service's affirmative-action plan for
management is unconstitutional.
Judge Donald E. Walter, in Shreveport, wrote last
month that the IRS plan "expressly authorizes and
rewards preferences based on race and gender in the
promotion selection process at the IRS. . . . The
assumption that a certain individual possesses
characteristics by virtue of being a member of a certain
racial group does not withstand scrutiny."
Walter said the plan violates the Fifth
Amendment's guarantee of due process and equal
protection under the law.
IRS officials in Washington declined to comment,
said spokesman Larry Blevins.
The ruling appears to be the first time that a
federal judge has taken recent Supreme Court rulings,
which curtailed affirmative action in college
admissions and government contracting, and used them
to nullify federal employment policies. Walter's
decision was made in the initial stages of a reverse
discrimination case that has not gone to trial. If the
ruling is appealed and is upheld, it could ripple through
the federal government.
"This is a clear trend," said Rep. Charles Canady,
R-Fla., chairman of the House subcommittee on the
Constitution.
"The only hope that the defenders of preferential
policies have is that there will be a change of personnel
on the Supreme Court."
Given the recent Supreme Court rulings and a
conservative judiciary that is receptive to challenges to
affirmative action, lawsuits against government hiring
and promotion practices were bound to arise, said
Christopher Edley, the Harvard law professor who
headed President Clinton's 1995 review of affirmative
action.
"The federal race-conscious affirmative personnel
policies have not received a lot of public scrutiny,"
Edley said.
Walter's decision came within weeks of President
Clinton's planned June 14 speech in San Diego where
he is expected to present a national framework for
easing race relations.
Last month's ruling came in the first phase of a
reverse discrimination suit by four white male
employees of the revenue agency's Shreveport office.
The judge next will hear arguments and evidence about
whether the men actually suffered from discrimination.
Although Walter's ruling is a settled decision, it has
received little attention because the rest of the trial is
unfinished.
Frederick R. Lynch, an author on and critic of
affirmative action, said the ruling is a further erosion of
the legal foundation for affirmative action and "a blow
against the whole diversity management concept that
diversity is a good thing in and of itself."
Thursday the Clinton administration shied away
from arguing to the Supreme Court that
affirmative-action programs are justified by the need
for diversity. Nonetheless, the department filed a brief
making that argument but saying that the court should
let stand a lower court ruling in favor of a white teacher
who was fired by a New Jersey high school to maintain
diversity during layoffs. The department's brief said the
case was not the ideal vehicle for making its point.
The Louisiana decision comes during an
embarrassing period for the IRS. Within the past year,
juries in Baltimore and Atlanta found that IRS
managers retaliated against employees who either
assisted with or filed a reverse discrimination
complaint.
In February ajuy in U.S. District Court in Atlanta
found that IRS executives in the office there retaliated
against Susan Heath after she gave a sworn statement
in support of a colleague's reverse discrimination claim.
After 28 years with the IRS during which she never
received a personnel evaluation lower than "fully
successful," Heath suddenly was rated as "minimally
successful," she said.
"It was obvious that affirmative action would be
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reached no matter what the cost," Heath said.
After the jury's decision, the IRS settled all of
Heath's claims for an undisclosed amount of money,
said Joyce Glucksman, Heath's lawyer.
In August, a federal jury in Baltimore found that
IRS managers retaliated against Robert Eckardt for
filing a reverse discrimination complaint with the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. Eckardt's
bosses had removed him from management, gave him
poor evaluations and transferred him to an office in the
Washington suburbs.
After the jury's decision, the IRS settled his claim
of reverse discrimination, allowing him to retire and
paying him more than $250,000, according to his
lawyer, Rosemarie Rhodes of Philadelphia. Rhodes, a
former EEOC lawyer, said IRS executives have
misinterpreted affirmative-action guidelines, trying to
force out older white males to make room for women
and minorities.
Lynn Abernethy, a senior estate tax attorney in the
IRS office in Atlanta, said IRS managers face enormous
pressures to promote minorities and women. Although
evaluations have changed since 1994, as much as
one-third of a manager's performance evaluation was
based on their effectiveness in implementing EEOC
directives, Abernethy said.
In 1995, when Congress and the White House were
reacting to a public backlash against affirmative action,
IRS Commissioner Margaret Richardson said at a
conference of IRS employees: "We will all be watching
the political debate on affirmative action and diversity,
but we'll be doing so as interested observers rather than
potential victors or victims. Because the plain fact is
that this agency knows it is headed in the right
direction and is not about to change course because of
a shift in the political winds."
Richmond Times-Dispatch Copyright 1997
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CALL TO RENEW PREFERENCES FACES RESISTANCE
Courts, Many White Voters Skeptical About Affirmative Action at Colleges
The Washington Post
Sunday, June 15, 1997
Joan Biskupic
In calling yesterday for a renewal of affirmative
action programs at America's universities, President
Clinton is bucking public opposition to such policies
and increased skepticism by the nation's courts.
A recent poll showed that only one in six whites
but nearly half of all blacks believe minorities should
receive preference in college admissions. Moreover,
the Supreme Court has said race -- for better or for
worse - should not matter and that people are "more
than mere racial statistics."
What this means is that Clinton -- as he tries to
make improved race relations a national goal and a
personal legacy -- must deal somehow with both a
white resistance and judges who believe the
Constitution does not allow government to categorize
people by race, even to benefit those who have long
been disadvantaged.
While many in America appear to think it is
time to put race aside and stop seeking remedies for
past segregation, the president will have to
demonstrate why special attention for blacks,
Hispanics and other minorities is necessary to breach
the racial divide.
The Supreme Court has said race-based policies
generally "reinforce the belief, held by too many for
too much of our history, that individuals should be
judged by the color of their skin."
In his speech in San Diego intended to kick off
a yearlong campaign to repair the racial rift, the
president pointed to the drawback of abolishing
affirmative action in education. He noted that the
repeal of such programs in Texas and California had
prompted minority enrollments in state law school
and other graduate programs to drop for the first
time in decades. "If we close the door on them we
will weaken our greatest universities and it will be
more difficult to build the society we need in the 21st
century," Clinton said.
Last year, the 5th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals,
covering Texas, Louisiana and Mississippi, said
public universities may not consider a student's race
as a factor in admissions. "To believe that a person's
race controls his point of view is to stereotype him,"
the appeals court said. The Supreme Court refused to
hear an appeal by the University of Texas, leaving
the appeals court ruling in place. That set off a chain
reaction that caused minority applications to
plummet at the law school. Ten black students,
compared with 65 last year, have been admitted for
the fall.
Two years earlier, the 4th Circuit, which covers
Virginia, Maryland and three other states, struck
down a University of Maryland scholarship program
exclusively for blacks, saying "of all the criteria by
which men and women can be judged, the most
pernicious is that of race." The Supreme Court also
rejected an appeal of that decision.
Separately, California universities have cut back
on affirmative action. While voters in California
have approved Proposition 209, ordering the repeal
of affirmative action policies in government
programs across-the-board, that broadly based
initiative has not taken effect because of legal
challenges.
The Supreme Court has not in recent years
directly ruled on programs that would benefit racial
minorities because of past discrimination, but it has
found in the areas of federal contracting and voting
districts that racial classifications "balkanize"
society. A narrow but controlling majority believes
that such policies "embody stereotypes that treat
individuals as the product of their race, evaluating
their thoughts and efforts -- their very worth as
citizens" -- by the color of their skin.
Yet Clinton tried to stress in his speech to
students at the University of California at San Diego
why government-sponsored diversity might help
society. "Look around this crowd today," he said,
"Don't you think you have learned a lot more than
you would have if everybody sitting around you
looked just like you? I think you have."
Indeed, while recent Supreme Court rulings
portend a shift away from all affirmative action, the
justices might say that in education the value of
racial diversity justifies special programs to raise
minority admissions.
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In the 1978 case of Regents of the University of
California v. Bakke, the court said state universities
may not set aside a fixed quota of minority seats but
that schools may consider race as one of many
admissions factors. When the 5th Circuit rejected
affirmative action at the University of Texas last
year, the appeals court contended that the 1978 case
allowing consideration of racial diversity had been
superseded by more recent high court decisions
against race-based policies.
While courts have been increasing their scrutiny
of such policies, public opinion could be another
barrier to Clinton's efforts.
A recent Washington Post-ABC News survey
found 17 percent of whites polled think blacks and
other minorities should receive preference in college
admissions to make up for past inequalities; 49
percent of blacks think minorities should get
preferences.
Similarly, a Gallup Organization poll found
blacks are twice as likely as whites to favor
increasing affirmative action for minorities in hiring,
contracts and schooling to make up for past
discrimination.
Copyright 1997, The Washington Post Co.
All Rights Reserved
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UC AFFIRMATIVE ACTION HALT MAY CLASH WITH U.S. LAW
Education: Clinton Aide Says Schools May Be Breaking Civil Rights Statutes;
Statement Startles State Officials
Los Angeles Times, Saturday, July 26, 1997
David G. Savage
WASHINGTON -- A top Clinton administration
official says the University of California may have
violated federal civil rights law by dropping its
affirmative action rules and relying on test scores and
grades as a basis for selecting new students.
The law forbids not just different treatment of
blacks and Latinos, but use of standards that have "a
discriminatory effect" on minorities, Judith Winston,
the Education Department's general counsel, said in an
interview. "Particular race-neutral criteria [such as
tests] can have a discriminatory effect" on black and
Latino applicants, she said, given that minority
students as a group tend to score lower on standardized
exams.
Winston declined to comment directly on a
complaint filed with the federal government that
challenges the UC system's decision to end its
affirmative action program for student admissions. But
her remarks Thursday indicated that the
administration's view of the law is closely aligned with
the position taken by the Mexican American Legal
Defense Fund, the NAACP Legal Defense Fund and
other groups that filed the complaint.
The complaint, filed in March, said the use of
strict academic standards violates federal law because
it "results in substantial exclusion of qualified minority
applicants." In response, the Education Department
announced two weeks ago that it had begun an official
investigation of the UC law schools at Berkeley, Los
Angeles and Davis because of sharp drop-offs in the
number of minority students admitted.
The University of California as a whole receives
more than $1.1 billion in federal funds. In theory, the
Education Department could cut off those funds if the
UC system is found to violate civil rights law.
President Clinton has urged his legal advisors "to
use federal law to the maximum extent" to promote
diversity, and the Education Department's lawyers
have taken the lead.
A spokesman for Gov. Pete Wilson called
Winston's statements "shocking." "It turns civil rights
law on its head" to say a "colorblind admissions
policy" is discriminatory, said spokesman Sean Walsh.
"In essence, the Education Department and the Clinton
administration are still arguing for discrimination and
quotas."
A UCLA official also said he was taken aback by
Winston's comments. "That sounds frightening," said
Michael Rappaport, dean of admissions at the UCLA
Law School. "I hope that neither the federal
government nor MALDEF is suggesting an academic
institution can't use academic criteria when evaluating
candidates for its academic program."
The dispute was triggered by the 1995 vote of the
UC Board of Regents barring the use of race, ethnicity
or gender as criteria for admitting students. That
policy took effect this year in the graduate programs,
including the three law schools. Admissions officials
now rely mostly on measures of academic merit in
selecting applicants, but Rappaport said they also gave
some preference to applicants who came from
low-income families or had an otherwise disadvantaged
background.
As a result of the new standards, the UCLA Law
School said it admitted 80% fewer black students and
35% fewer Latinos to this fall's incoming class. Boalt
Hall at Berkeley may have no black students in its fall
class because none of the 14 black students who were
admitted have so far said they would enroll.
Federal civil rights law says schools and colleges
that receive federal funds may not subject any person
"to discrimination ... on the ground of race, color or
national origin." In the past, the Supreme Court has
said that means individuals may not be treated
differently because of their race or ethnic background.
But in some employment cases, the court has gone
further and said a seemingly neutral standard can be
illegal if it has a "disparate impact" or "discriminatory
effect" on minorities or women. For example, some
police and fire departments were forced to drop
minimum height and weight rules because they were
judged to unfairly exclude women.
These employment-law standards generally have
not been used in the education area. But the comments
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by Winston, a Clinton appointee, made it clear that her
office believes that in enforcing civil rights laws for
colleges and universities, the "discriminatory effect" of
using test scores and grades to determine admission
must be evaluated. She added that to justify the use of
academic standards that exclude most minorities,
school officials would have to prove "those are the best
measures" for selecting students and "there are no
other nondiscriminatory alternatives available."
Two lawyers who have fought on opposite sides of
an affirmative action battle said they doubt that
approach would be upheld by the Supreme Court. "She
is voicing a theory that does not have support in the
courts," said University of Texas Law School professor
Samuel Issacharoff, a defender of affirmative action.
"I'm not aware of any legal support for the idea that
would say the Harvard Law School, for example,
cannot accept only the cream of the crop if doing so
would have an impact on a minority group."
Terence Pell, an attorney for the Center for
Individual Rights in Washington, which opposes
affirmative action, agreed. "It's a real stretch on their
part," he said.
Copyright 1997/ The Times Mirror Company
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Restrictions on university affirmative action
programs are relatively new, but law schools in Texas
and California already are seeing negative results and
administrators say the impact will be far worse in years
to come.
The 1995 5th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals ruling
in Hopwood v. University of Texas banning affirmative
action admissions practices there has had a dramatic
initial impact on a law school that prides itself on the
diversity of its graduates, officials in the Longhorn
State told New Jersey Lawyer.
And there's been a similar impact in California,
where the University of California's Board of Regents
in 1995 voted to abolish affirmative action programs
for state schools admissions, effective this fall.
At the University of Texas, applications from
blacks dropped 42 percent and applications from
Mexican-Americans declined by 16 percent in the
aftermath of the Hopwood decision, according to Law
School Dean Michael Sharlot.
Under the new race-neutral admissions policy, the
school admitted only 11 blacks and 33 Chicanos for the
class entering in September.
Noting that only three blacks and 20 Chicano
admittees sent in tuition deposits so far for the
500-member first-year class, Sharlot commented, "We
don't know how many will sign up."
The dean lamented the change and the impact
expected on the number of minority lawyers in the
future.
"This is a school that has in the past decade
produced more lawyers from these groups than any
school in the country," Sharlot said. "We are very
successful, significant providers of minority lawyers in
the United States," he added.
The alumni of Texas Law includes about 1,300
Chicanos and 650 blacks, he said.
Sharlot predicted the composition of the Texas bar
will be affected by the race-blind admissions policy, but
its impact "is several years away."
That view was seconded by Vanessa Davila,
director of the Office of Minority Affairs of the State
Bar of Texas.
"Of course we are concerned about the impact of
the Hopwood decision over the future of diversity in the
legal profession," she said. "I believe, however that it
might be too early to tell what effect Hopwood will
have in Texas law schools."
There are 6,000 minority lawyers in Texas
comprising about 10 percent of the bar. The student
population of all Texas law schools is 25 percent
minorities, she said.
Impact in California
The decision by the board of regents of the
University of California to ban affirmative action has
had a similarly drastic effect on that state's two law
schools.
The number of blacks admitted to Boalt Hall, the
law school at the University of California at Berkeley,
dropped to 17, or 1.8 percent of the total of 792
admittees compared to 75 admittees, or 9.2 percent of
the total, in 1996 when affirmative action was still in
effect As of two weeks ago, only one of those students
indicated plans to attend the school.
The number of Chicanos admitted this year was
23 percent, or 2.9 percent of the total, compared to 44,
or 5.4 percent of the total, last year. Only 16 Hispanics
were admitted this year, comprising 2 percent of the
total, compared to 34, or 4.2 percent of the total, last
year.
The only minority group to show an increase in
fall admissions at Boalt Hall was Asians and Pacific
Islanders, whose numbers increased to 149,
representing 18.8 percent of the admittees. In 1996,
they numbered 126, or 15.5 percent of the total.
Boalt Hall Dean Herma Hill Kay noted, "This
dramatic decline in the number of offers of admission
made to non-Asian minority applicants is precisely
what we feared would result from the elimination of
affirmative action at Boalt."
She added, "The students and faculty at Boalt Hall
have obtained great educational benefit from the racial
diversity of our student body. Moreover, our minority
graduates have made significant contributions to the
legal profession."
Hill told New Jersey Lawyer that affirmative
action backers are considering challenging the regents'
decision in the state Supreme Court, contending Gov.
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Pete Wilson and regent Ward Connerly, who oppose
affirmative action, lobbied the regents before their
meeting and the regents voted informally before the
session officially began.
At the University of California Law School,
admissions of blacks dropped 80 percent and
admissions of Hispanics dropped 32 percent for
September, according to Michael Rappaport, dean of
admissions.
Before the 1995 regents' decision, the law school
student body included 10 percent blacks, 10 percent
Hispanics, and 20 percent Asian-Americans and other
minority groups.
The impact of banning affirmative action at the
University of California law schools will be
"catastrophic," commented Dan Tokaji, a staff attorney
for the American Civil Liberties Union of Southern
California.
He added there are questions "whether a law
school can remain a top-flight institution when it is
essentially a segregated institution. I am afraid that the
answer to that question is no."
Tokaji also predicted the anticipated decline in
minority graduates from the two California schools
"will have a dramatic impact on the face of the bar
unless legal employers take affirmative steps to prevent
it."
"Legal employers in the private and public sector
are going to have to intensify their outreach and
recruitment efforts," he said. "They will have to look
to institutions outside of U.C. (University of California)
... so the bar can make an effort to compensate for the
disastrous effect of U. C. changing its policies."
Copyright 1997, New Jersey Lawyer
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2 UC MEDICAL INCOMING CLASSES HAVE NO BLACKS
Minority Enrollment Shows Sharp Decline
The San Francisco Chronicle
Friday, August 1, 1997
Pamela Burdman, Chronicle Staff Writer
At least two of the University of California's
medical schools will have no black students entering in
the fall -- the first year of UC's controversial ban on
affirmative action.
At UC San Diego, 196 African Americans
applied, but not a single one was admitted, officials
said yesterday. UC Irvine admitted one out of 171 black
applicants, but that student has decided to attend UC
Davis.
Only two Mexican American students have said
they will attend San Diego -- and only one plans to
enroll at Irvine.
Each of UC's five medical schools handles its
own admissions. Minority enrollment at UC San
Francisco and UCLA medical schools has not declined
nearly as drastically as enrollment at UC Irvine and
San Diego. UC Davis expects an increase in minority
enrollment.
Though neither UC Irvine nor San Diego has
traditionally enrolled many blacks or Latinos, even
admissions officers were startled yesterday when they
realized how low the numbers have fallen for the
1997-98 school year.
"We can't have that bad a record," said Ralph
Purdy, who just took over as associate dean of
admissions at Irvine. "I looked at these numbers and
was so shocked that I simply couldn't believe it."
Coming on the heels of drastic declines in minority
enrollments at some of UC's law schools, the news left
some administrators alarmed about a return to virtual
segregation of higher education -- and a depletion of
minorities among the ranks of professionals in the
state.
Many black and Latino communities already
suffer from a dearth of physicians. Studies have shown
that minority doctors are more likely to serve their own
communities, so any decline in minority medical school
graduates is worrisome to public health experts.
"We are very concerned about what's happening at
UC with minority enrollment," said Tim Ready, an
assistant vice president at the Association of American
Medical Colleges in Washington, D.C.
"When you consider the extremely diverse racial
and ethnic composition of your state, it's a very serious
problem that we're producing so few minority doctors,"
he said.
But analysts who supported the regents' decision
to eliminate racial factors from admissions at UC say
the change reflects a return of fairness to the university.
"We would have expected the numbers of minority
acceptances to be down," said Michael Lynch,
Washington editor at Reason Magazine and author of
several reports on UC's medical school admissions.
In the past, he said, the number of slots going to
black and Latino applicants was disproportionate to
their percentage of the applicant pool.
Systemwide, the number of African Americans,
Mexican Americans and Native Americans -- groups
traditionally targeted by affirmative action because they
are underrepresented in the medical profession -- will
be down for the second year in a row.
Applications to medical school dropped more than
8 percent nationwide in 1997 compared with last year,
Ready said. Among underrepresented minorities,
applications fell by 14 percent.
UC, however, has seen a 22 percent drop in the
number of underrepresented minorities seeking to
attend its medical schools. Admissions officials said
that reflects wariness among some minorities in the
wake of the UC regents' 1995 vote to dismantle most
affirmative action programs.
With fewer applicants to start with, it was
inevitable that UC would suffer some drop in minority
enrollment. Nor did every medical school campus
experience the same drastic declines San Diego and
Irvine.
UCSF, for example, expects to have 12 African
Americans and 14 Mexican Americans in its first-year
class. That represents only a small decline from a total
of 29 last year. But Associate Dean of Admissions
Michael Drake is still concerned: Just two years ago,
UCSF had 41 underrepresented minorities in its
entering class.
"Minority candidates were asking me and others
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about whether this was a comfortable place to train,
and we hadn't heard that question in 15 or 20 years,"
said Drake. "We've worked real hard to make sure they
understand we are still quite interested in diversity."
UCLA has admitted virtually the same number of
underrepresented minorities as last year. UC Davis is
the only medical school predicting a sharp increase:
from just two underrepresented minorities last year to
10 this fall.
Officials at all five medical schools stressed that
actual enrollment numbers could change as students
make final decisions about which school to attend.
But some fear a return to the enrollment patterns
that preceded affirmative action programs.
At a hearing in March, Cornelius Hopper, UC's
top administrator for medical programs, recalled that
only 33 years ago, 93 percent of all medical students in
the country were men, and of those, 97 percent were
white. Most of the rest were enrolled in two
predominantly black medical schools: Howard
University in Washington, D.C., and Meharry Medical
College in Nashville, Tenn.
"I filled the University of Cincinnati School of
Medicine's 1956 entering class quota of one," said
Hopper. "When I joined the faculty of the University of
Wisconsin School of Medicine 11 years later, that
school had graduated only one African American
physician in its entire history."
In the years sine then, supporters of affirmative
action say those policies have raised the percentage of
blacks and Latinos at U.S. medical schools.
The number of minorities in U.S. medical schools
peaked in 1994 -- at 2,014. At that time, four of UC's
five schools ranked among the top eight schools for
graduating underrepresented minorities.
Ready of the Association of American Medical
Colleges, is in charge of a project launched in 1991 that
is seeking to ensure that 3,000 underrepresented
minorities are attending medical school by the year
2000. That endeavor may be thwarted by UC's roll
back of aflirmative action, as well as a court decision in
Texas that has required schools in that state and several
others to eliminate race from the admissions process.
FEWER MINORITY DOCTORS?
The ban on affirmative action at the University of California has resulted in a sharp drop in
admission offers to certain minorities at some medical schools. Most notably, UC-San Diego
accepted no African American medical students for the fall, despite receiving 196 applications.
1996-97 1997-98




235 11 0 182 9 5







195 4 2 171 1 0
268 13 1 196 7 1
286 21 10 246 16 10




212 7 3 196 0 0





African Americans 286 19 11 244 21 12
Mexican Americans 258 27 15 197 27 14
(a) The number of students accepting offers of admission may change over the next two months.
(b) UCLA did not provide numbers for Mexican Americans. Only the number for all Latinos was
available.
Source: UC Medical School Admissions Offices
The San Francisco Chronicle Copyright 1997
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U.S. COURT BACKS BAN IN CALIF. ON PREFERENCES
Ruling Strikes Blow to Affirmative Action
The Baltimore Sun
Wednesday, April 9, 1997
Lyle Denniston, Sun National Staff
WASHINGTON -- In a dramatic victory for
opponents of affirmative action, a federal appeals court
upheld yesterday the constitutionality of California's
Proposition 209, a wide-ranging ban on preferences for
women and minorities in the state's programs and
education.
Ruling unanimously that states have broad power
to undo affirmative action that bestows special
advantages based on race and sex, a three-judge panel
of the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals cleared the way
for enforcement of one of the most far-reaching social
experiments in years.
The decision was written in such sweepinglanguage, in fact, that it implied that Congress, too,
would have authority under the Constitution to bar
federal race and sex preferences if it wished.
The dispute over Proposition 209 appears destined
to wind up in the Supreme Court in less than a year. Its
challengers vowed yesterday to go that far if necessary
to overturn it.
The appeals court wiped out a federal judge's order
late last year that barred Proposition 209 from taking
effect, weeks after 54 percent of California voters had
approved it The enforcement of yesterday's ruling could
begin in 21 days. But it is expected to be postponed
once challengers ask the full 11-member Court of
Appeals to rehear the dispute.
The ruling was a flat rejection of the argument by
civil rights groups and their allies in the Clinton
administration that Proposition 209 put women and
members of minority groups at a disadvantage,
compared with veterans, the disabled and the elderly, in
seeking preferences from state or local government.
The popular will of the state's voters, the a ppeals
court said, had been frustrated by the federal judge for
reasons not found in constitutional law. The appeals
court observed acidly:
"A system which permits one judge to block with
the stroke of a pen what 4,736,180 state residents voted
to enact as law tests the integrity of our constitutional
democracy."
The ruling "sends a strong, clear signal that the
people of California were right when they stated that
there should be no discrimination," said Sean Walsh, a
spokesman for Gov. Pete Wilson, a Republican who is
the leading supporter of Proposition 209 in the state
government.
Kweisi Mfume, president of the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People,
which opposes Proposition 209, said in Baltimore that
"we are hopeful that an appeal to the full Circuit Court
of Appeals would be successful." But Mfume said that
civil rights groups would seek new legislation in
California to try to overturn the appeals court ruling.
The key to the appeals court ruling was its
conclusion that Proposition 209 does not discriminate
against nonwhites and women, but rather is a
constitutionally valid attack on discriminatory
favoritism.
The measure is aimed, the three judges said, at
government action that "prefers individuals on account
of their race or gender." Such action, they added,
"correspondingly disadvantages individuals who
fortuitously belong to another race or to the other
gender."
The Constitution "guarantees that the government
will not classify individuals on the basis of
impermissible criteria," the court said. Proposition 209
is simply meant to implement that guarantee, it said.
The court went on to rule that the measure is not
unconstitutional even though it would require women
and members of minority groups who seek preferences
to persuade a majority of voters across the state, instead
of individual local governments, to allow affirmative
action.
Proposition 209, the appeals court noted, was
approved by the voters of California, and women and
members of minority groups together make up a
majority of the state electorate.
"Is it possible," the court asked rhetorically, "for a
majority of voters impermissibly to stack the political
deck against itself?"
The appeals court "fashioned an opinion that can
be a pillar ofjurisprudence" for those attacking race and
sex preferences across the nation, said Clint Bolick,
legal director of the Institute for Justice in Washington.
The ruling, Bolick predicted, will be "a shot of
adrenalin for similar efforts in other states."
"I believe passage of federal legislation affirming
equality for all Americans is not far behind," said Rep.
Charles T. Canady, a Florida Republican who opposes
affirmative action and is chairman of a House Judiciary
subcommittee on the Constitution. Canady said he
would soon introduce a bill to ban race and sex
preferences in federal programs.
President Clinton opposes a total ban, and his
administration has joined the opposition in court to
Proposition 209. The president has conceded, though,
that some forms of affirmative action are not justified in
their scope.
Yesterday, reacting to the new court decision,
Clinton repeated his comment about affirmative action
that "mend it, don't end it" is "the best thing for
America."
Mark Rosenbaum legal director of the American
Civil Liberties Union o Southern California, one of the
challengers to Proposition 209, called the ruling "a
grave disappointment."
It is "obviously and dramatically incompatible with
decades of mainstream Supreme Court decisions
guaranteeing equal opportunities" for men and women
in political life, education, jobs and contracting,
Rosenbaum said.
The 39-page ruling was written by Judge Diarmuid
F. O'Scanniain of Portland and was joined by Judges
Edward Leavy of Portland and Andrew J. Kleinfeld of
Fairbanks, Alaska.
Copyright 1997 @ The Baltimore Sun Company
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SPEAKING OF RACE
Congress Gets 2 Bills to Roll Back Affirmative Action; Veto Hinted
The San Diego Union-Tribune
Wednesday, June 18, 1997
Stephen Green, Copley News Service
WASHINGTON -- Putting their own twist on
President Clinton's call for a national dialogue on race
relations, opponents of government-imposed
preferences yesterday launched a campaign for federal
legislation based on California's Proposition 209.
Identical bills introduced in the House and Senate
would prohibit discrimination and preferential
treatment by the federal government on the basis of
race, color, national origin or gender.
"California has advanced this issue to the national
agenda where it rightly belongs," said Rep. Christopher
Cox, R-Newport Beach, who supports doing away with
affirmative action programs that allow preferences for
some groups.
The unveiling of the legislation, titled the Civil
Rights Act of 1997, comes after President Clinton
defended affirmative action in a UC San Diego
commencement address Saturday and also called for a
year-long national conversation about race relations.
"President Clinton has called on Americans to
transform the problem of prejudice into the promise of
unity," said Rep. Charles T. Canady, chief author of the
House bill. "But the system of race and gender
preferences stands as a massive impediment to a united
America in which all Americans are treated as
individuals who are equal in the eyes of the law." The
legislation quickly drew a warning of a likely veto from
White House spokesman Mike McCurry.
"The president addressed his general views on the
subject of affirmative action in his speech on Saturday,
and I think eloquently made the case of why that needs
to be a tool that is continued at the government's
disposal as we deal with discrimination that is still
evident in our society," McCurry said.
"We have not solved problems related to
discrimination in the workplace, and sometimes one
wonders whether those who advocate abolishing
affirmative action understand that clearly," he said.
McCurry noted that anti-affirmative action
legislation introduced last year was threatened with a
veto, and said if this bill is similar the threat will stand.
Rep. Tom Campbell, a moderate Republican from
Stanford, disputed Clinton's assertion that the voters
who supported California's Proposition 209 erroneously
thought there no longer are racial barriers and
discrimination. "The California voters who supported
209 know that you don't do right by doing wrong,"
Campbell said. "If you emphasize race, you are saying
that race matters."
Introduction of the bills set the stage for an
emotional debate expected to be as bitter as the
campaign preceding California voters' approval last fall
of Proposition 209, which outlawed gender and racial
preferences in state contracting, education and
employment.
The initiative was upheld by a federal appeals court
panel, but enforcement has been stayed pending further
litigation.
The proposed legislation would prohibit
preferences in any federal action, including employment
and contracting. It also would prohibit a federal
contractor from granting group preferences.
Almost immediately after its introduction, the
legislation was attacked by the People for the American
Way Action Fund as "misleading" and "mean-spirited."
Carole Shields, president of the organization, said
the legislation "is not about advancing civil rights. It's
about rolling back hard-won gains in civil rights."
The legislation is widely popular among
Republicans. Although no Democrats came forward as
backers, some are expected to support it.
The House GOP leadership has been lukewarm
toward the proposal although House Speaker Newt
Gingrich, R-Ga., has said it will come up for a vote as
long as it is in the "context" of other steps removing
barriers to achievements by minorities.
"They just do not want to deal with anything so
controversial," Canady said of the GOP leaders. He
predicted the measure will reach the floor once it gets
through the House Judiciary Committee. Approval by
the panel seems assured inasmuch as Canady chairs the
subcommittee that will handle the legislation.
In the Senate, Republican leaders have not made
the measure a top priority. But the bill's supporters
include Senate Judiciary Committee Chairman Orrin
Hatch, R-Utah, which indicates it could clear the
hurdles prior to a floor debate.
The major question in the Senate is whether the
legislation can muster the two-thirds support required
to avoid a filibuster. "It's really too early to figure that
out," said Sen. Mitch McConnell, author of the Senate
bill.
The San Diego Union-Tribune Copyright 1997
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CALIFORNIA BAN ON AFFIRMATIVE ACTION CLEARED
State's Voter Initiative Goes Into Effect Today
The Washington Post
Thursday, August 28, 1997
William Claiborne, Washington Post Staff Writer
After nearly a year-long battle in the courts,
California can now begin implementing a controversial
new law that eliminates race and sex as factors in a
variety of state programs, from hiring to education and
contracting.
The measure makes this state the first in the
country to abolish affirmative action programs, a move
that has captured the interest of public officials
nationwide in the face of growing pressure to scrap or
limit racial preferences. Campaigns for similar bans are
underway in several other states.
A coalition of civil rights groups fought the
initiative in various federal courts, arguing that the law
abolished only programs that benefited women and
minorities while keeping preferences for those who
sought them on such grounds as age, disability or
veteran status.
But on Tuesday, the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals denied the groups' latest attempt to prevent the
law from going into effect, clearing the way for it to
take effect Thursday.
The American Civil Liberties Union plans to
appeal to the Supreme Court in a last-ditch attempt to
halt the law. However, the high court rarely grants
emergency requests to postpone the effects of a new law
or to otherwise intervene in a case before a hearing on
its merits.
This means that in theory, at least, government
agencies from the biggest state offices in Sacramento
down to the smallest local water and sewer districts
have to immediately begin dismantling affirmative
action programs that are in conflict with the
voter-approved ban.
Called Proposition 209, or the California Civil
Rights Initiative, the law requires that the state "not
discriminate against, or grant preferential treatment to,
any individual or group on the basis or race, sex, color,
ethnicity or national origin in the operation of public
employment, public education or public contracting."
The ban does not affect private corporations or
other non-government groups, nor does it apply to
federal affirmative action programs or state programs
needed to maintain eligibility for federal aid.
But potentially, enforcement of the ban could
quickly cut a wide path through many public sector
affirmative action programs, from police department
efforts to increase the number of black and Hispanic
officers in their ranks to recruitment drives for female
firefighters. In contracting, many government agencies
will be forced to abandon long-standing practices
aimed at awarding bids to minority or women-owned
businesses.
While the measure has overcome several key legal
hurdles, state and local governments are far from
sorting out how they will obey the new law. And some
county officials said that in a practical sense,
bureaucratic procedures will delay enforcement even if
the Supreme Court does not intervene.
"Will we stop it [affirmative action] tomorrow? No.
We'll have to take a look at what Proposition 209
means to our day-to-day efforts in encouraging
recruitment of women and minorities and utilizing
minority-owned businesses for contracts when they are
underrepresented," said Dennis Tafoya, senior deputy
of the Los Angeles County Affirmative Action
Compliance Office.
Tafoya said his department's attorneys will have to
study the implications of the law and that the County
Board of Supervisors, which does not meet until next
Tuesday, will have to take action before any
dismantling of programs can take place.
"What is a race-conscious or gender-conscious
preference? Then when you have a definition, what
programs does it apply to? It's not an overnight thing.
We don't just send out a directive to all of our
departments saying 'disregard these programs.' It's not
that simple," Tafoya said.
Some affirmative action compliance officials also
contend that the language in the measure is ambiguous
and that the courts could be called upon to define what
constitutes a racial or gender preference. Consequently,
the question of what Proposition 209 means for the
average Californian remains murky.
Steve Keil, legislative representative for the
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California State Association of Counties, predicted that
local governments will initially be cautious to assure
that changes do not violate U.S. Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission rules. But he said he expects
the new law to have a "chilling effect" on affirmative
action officials, probably followed by litigation to
clarify the terms of the measure.
Other legal barriers also remain. In order to strike
down dozens of state laws requiring preferences,
separate action in state court will be needed. Gov. Pete
Wilson (R), a staunch opponent of preferences, has
filed a lawsuit in Superior Court in Sacramento that
seeks, ultimately, a state appellate court ruling
declaring five categories of state affirmative action laws
unconstitutional so that they can be removed from the
statutes.
Moreover, social policy analysts say that legal
interpretations and commitments to adhering to the
spirit and letter of the law could differ widely between
communities with varying political ideologies, such as
traditionally liberal San Francisco and some
conservative areas of Orange County. This could
further slow down enforcement in some communities.
Nonetheless, the co-authors of the initiative said
today that the appeals court's refusal to further block
the ban was "the last remaining obstacle" to
enforcement of the measure. Conservative scholars
Glynn Custred and Thomas Wood threatened to take
legal action against state agencies that fail to promptly
apply the new law.
Wood condemned a statement by American Civil
Liberties Union lawyer Edward Chen, who said he
hoped state and local agencies will not dismantle their
affirmative action programs until the U.S. Supreme
Court decides whether it will review the ban. "If Mr.
Chen has been accurately reported, he has urged public
officials in California to violate their oaths of office and
to violate the law by not complying with a provision of
the state constitution," Wood said.
ACLU Southern California branch spokeswoman
Ann Bradley said the group's attorneys were preparing
a request for a Supreme Court stay but that it will not
be submitted before the law takes effect. "The bottom
line is we are seeking [a review]," said Bradley. "So,
the other side would be wise to hold off until we do it."
In the state's education programs, the biggest
change has come not from Proposition 209, but from a
similar measure enacted in 1995 by the University of
California Board of Regents. That measure, which was
not affected by the court injunction that tied up the
voter-approved initiative, banned the use of preferences
in admissions.
The new policy went into effect for graduate
students this fall, and the results have been mixed. The
incoming class at the University of California at
Berkeley's law school has only one black student after
black admissions dropped 81 percent; 14 blacks who
were accepted decided to go elsewhere. But at the state
university system's five medical schools, enrollment of
blacks will be about the same as before the affirmative
action rollback.
Copyright 1997, The Washington Post Co. All
Rights Reserved
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PROP. 209 FACES DELAYS DESPITE APPELLATE RULING
Los Angeles Times
Thursday, August 28, 1997
Dan Morain; Bettina Boxall, Times Staff Writers
SACRAMENTO -- State agencies and some major
cities and counties plan to press ahead with their
affirmative action efforts, even as a federal appellate
ruling upholding the anti-affirmative action Proposition
209 becomes final today.
Officials in Los Angeles, San Francisco and
elsewhere said Wednesday that they intend to keep
affirmative action programs in place. Their reasons
range from their opposition to the initiative approved
in November to a belief that the measure is unclear.
Others say they already comply with the initiative's
requirements.
State officials, by contrast, insist that they would
abolish state programs but are barred from doing so by
a separate provision of the state Constitution, which
requires that state agencies enforce state laws until an
appellate court finds them illegal.
"It will take some time to implement Proposition
209, just as it takes time to implement any
constitutional provision," said Daniel Kolkey, Gov.
Pete Wilson's legal affairs secretary.
While foes of Proposition 209 have been focusing
their attack in the federal courts for the last 10 months,
the affirmative action battle will start moving to the
state court system.
Wilson and Proposition 209 champion Ward
Connerly filed a suit in Sacramento County Superior
Court last year seeking to have state statutes that
implement affirmative action declared
unconstitutional.
A hearing on the suit is set for Oct. 3. But the case
won't be decided for months, possibly longer.
"It will be business as usual until we get a court
ruling," said attorney Anthony Caso of the Pacific
Legal Foundation, which represents Wilson and
Connerly.
Attorney Jeffrey Bleich, of the law firm Munger,
Tolles & Olson, which is battling the suit by Wilson
and Connerly, agreed, but with a caveat.
"It's the status quo--with the big shadow hanging
over it," Bleich said, referring to last week's ruling by
the U.S. 9th Circuit Court of Appeals affirming
Proposition 209.
The federal appellate court ruled that California
has the right to enforce Proposition 209, and denied a
request by the ACLU and other opponents of
Proposition 209 to delay its decision from taking effect,
while the opponents appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court.
The ACLU intends to ask the Supreme Court in
the coming days to stay the appellate court ruling. But
even if the high court refuses to intervene, California's
affirmative action programs won't end any time soon.
The reason has to do with another far less well
known section of the state Constitution. Voters in June
1978 approved the constitutional amendment in the
form of Proposition 5. It declares that state agencies
cannot act on their own to determine that a state
statute is illegal.
Instead, state agencies must await an appellate
court ruling that a law is unconstitutional before they
stop enforcing it.
The initiative was aimed at limiting the power of
state agencies, particularly the Public Utilities
Commission, which had become embroiled in
controversy when it concluded in the 1970s that federal
law barred it from following a state law.
Wilson and Connerly, anticipating the implications
of the 1978 provision, filed their suit last year. Citing
Proposition 209, their suit seeks to have declared
unconstitutional various statutes that implement
various state affirmative action programs, affecting
everything from the selection of contractors to the
hiring of state employees.
Wilson and Connerly are suing state officials,
including Treasurer Matt Fong and Controller
Kathleen Connell, as well as the Department of
General Services, the State Personnel Board, and the
lottery to force them to cease enforcing various state
laws implementing affirmative action.
Additional lawsuits may have to be filed to strike
down the affirmative action programs of other agencies
which are not covered by Wilson and Connerly's suit.
State law generally requires that 15% of the
contracts in a state job be awarded to minority-owned
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business and 5% to women-owned enterprises. Laws
also require ethnicity and gender to be considered in
hiring.
"It will be business as usual," said Anne Richards,
spokeswoman for the Department of General Services,
which oversees most of the $4 billion a year in state
contracts. "We will continue to enforce affirmative
action statutes until they're declared unconstitutional."
Even if Wilson and Connerly win their suit, the
state Department of Transportation, which makes
heavy use of outside contractors, would be bound by
federal law to award 10% of its contracts to
minority-owned firms because the state uses federal
money for highway work. The federal requirement is
being challenged in a federal suit in Colorado.
"We will do what the law requires. We're just not
sure what the law requires. We need some direction
from above," said Caltrans spokesman Robin Witt.
Local governments apparently are not bound by the
1978 constitutional provision.
Caso of the Pacific Legal Foundation said he
expects most cities, counties, school districts and other
local government entities will begin unraveling
decades of affirmative action ordinances immediately.
However, Caso also expects some local officials
will balk, adding: "There will be litigation to force
them to comply."
On Wednesday, local officials gave a variety of
reasons why they won't end their efforts, at least not
for now. Some say the initiative's language is so vague
they are unsure which programs clash with the
affirmative action ban. Others believe their affirmative
action policies are protected because they were
imposed by court orders.
The Los Angeles Unified School District's
extensive desegregation efforts, for example, flow from
a 1981 state court order, noted Richard Mason, general
counsel for the district.
In Los Angeles County's affirmative action office,
Dennis Tafoya said county officials "won't be changing
anything immediately. I think we want to be very sure
about what we do here."
In San Francisco, officials took on a more
combative tone. Mayor Willie L. Brown. along with
the mayors of Oakland and Berkeley, will join in a
morning rally with the Rev. Jesse Jackson against
Proposition 209. Jackson plans to lead a march across
the Golden Gate Bridge today to protest the initiative.
The main San Francisco affirmative action
program is an effort to include woman- and
minority-owned businesses in city contracts ranging
from food service at the jail to the remodeling of City
Hall.
"San Francisco as a city is resisting through legal
methods the imposition of Proposition 209," said P.J.
Johnston, a spokesman for Brown. "We feel that our
equal opportunity programs are sanctioned through
federal law, and we will not be changing the guard
today or tomorrow or Monday."
Morain reported from Sacramento, Boxall from
Los Angeles. Times staff writers David Lesher in Los
Angeles and Maria La Ganga in San Francisco
contributed to this story.
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